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Introduction 
Tbe complexities of modern technology and tbe 
status of this nation's defense program have necessitated 
many organizational and procedural changes for a vast 
number of large and small, specialized and diversified, old 
and new companies which supply the needs of the military 
today. Certain problems of change are common to all of 
these companies, such as; security measures, bookkeeping 
and accounting methods, quality control, etc. 
It will be tbe author's intent in the following 
thesis to propose certain methods of approach for the 
adequate handling of the quality control function in the 
modern defense contract manufacturing plant. 
Quality control for defense contract work is a 
complex, costly, sometimes inefficient, always troublesome, 
and never completely coherently or logically defined 
f.unction. The three military brancbes have formulated an 
encyclopedic array of military specifications in attempting 
to spell out the necessities and methods of required 
quali~ contr0l functions and procedures. Many of the 
pertinent specifications are confusing to the management 
group who are unused to the common military habits of 
verbosity and oversimplification. The aim of all speci-
fication is evident, however, and because of its importance 
to the security of our national welfare, is unassailably 
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necessary. 
The probable nature of any future war -- its 
expected brevity; violence, and decisiveness 
bas put a new premium upon the reliability of 
military weapons systems. It is believed that 
tbe warning interval before a possible air attack 
may have to be measured in minutes. Under these 
circumstances, it is imperative that weapon systems 
shall function satisfactorily at any point in time 
and ~or a specified period of time when they are 
called upon to do so. Military commanders must 
be able to plan and act with a known prior assurance 
of the dggree to which they can depend on each of 
their weapon systems in the overall war effort. 
Case histories of existing military equipment show 
tbat entirely different thinking must be initiated 
and special effort and manpower expanded to provide 
this assurance which we now call reliability. 
Reliability is the probability that a system will 
give satisfactory performance at any point in time 
for a given period of time when used in the manner 
· and for the purpose intended. 
Reliability is a relatively new term appearing these 
days primarily on missile contracts in the aircraft 
industry. It has been developed by manufacturers of 
many types of material ranging from standard hard-
ware, equipment of all types and electronic gear, 
up to complete weapon systems including complete 
missiles and associated equipment. Because of this 
wide range of application, many interpretations and 
operating philosophies have arisen depending to a 
great degree on the type of material being produced 
as well as the manufacturer's past and current 
association with the airframe industry.l 
The preceding quotation taken from a prime 
contractor's vendor reliability requirements, exemplifies 
defense contract thinking. Even the layman can understand 
that any ICBM, satelite vehicle, or space probe in being a 
failure results in over five million dollars worth ot scrap. 
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The causes of failure possible in one bird are astonomical, 
as several tens of thousands of components go into tbe 
makeup of each missile. Every diode, resistor, transducer, 
soldered and welded joint must be one hundred percent 
perfect in confo·rmance and performance. 
Procurement under military specifications has placed 
many requirements and restrictions upon the manufacturer 
supplying part and/or all of a defense contract. Military 
specification Q-5923C (USAF) dated 15 March 1956 may be 
considered the ultimate authority in the general quality 
cQntrol requirements for all materials, supplies~ or 
services purchased by the government on which government 
inspection is required at either the prime or subcontractor's 
facility. 2 
This specification contains the general requirements 
for the establishment of' a quality control system by 
the contractor to assure that materials, supplies, or 
services meet the quality standards established by 
the contract. The procedures used to implement the 
requirements of this specification shall be as agreed 
upon between the contractor and the Government 
Representative, herein-after referred to as the 
Inspector, This system is subject to surveillance 
by the Inspector.3 
It is readtly seen in the attitudes of both 
government and prime contractor that all material purchased 
under a defense contract must be of maximum conformance 
quality. Historically, quality control stove for the 
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optimizing of quality, i.e. tbe quality resulting from the 
minimizing of total cost per product piece. This optimum 
quality was always somewhat less than one hundred percent' 
conformance .. Quality of conformance could always be 
improved from the optimum point, but only with a cost per 
piece increase disproportionate to the value of the now 
conforming pieces. 
However, if one but considers a mechanical system 
of fourteen separate components, assuring that the system 
will be reliable only with conformance of each component, 
it is simple to calculate that the system will be only forty 
nine percent reliable if each component was inspected to 
ninety five percent conformance. It is certainly easY, to 
imagine many situations and many products where ninety 
five percent conformance might be perfectly adequate for 
maintaining profitability and reputation. Five out of 
every one hundred television tubes bought by the average 
consumer could very well be useless or only marginally 
wo~kable and yet the consumer would not question the inte-
grity of the source, he would only purchase another replace-
ment tube. Five out of every one hundred transisto~s, and 
five out of every one hundred hydraulic pumps supplied to 
the industrial user might very well be useless or require 
servicing before being usable. In most cases, the industrial 
user would not be unduly penalized with a heavy loss burden 
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if such were the case, since a simple replacement 
transistor or a service call would ·quickly alleviate the 
difficulty. If one pictures, however, ~n Atlas missile 
two hundred feet off the launching pad, or the Skate atomic 
submarine twelve hundred miles under the polar icecap each 
with a frozen gyroscope bearing, one readily sees that a 
replacement or aervice call is rather more difficult to 
achieve. 
The justification of the necessity for one .hundred 
per cent conformance of any and all components of a defense 
contract is considerable easier to picture mentally than is 
the physical carrying out of the requirement. Quality 
control people understanding the tools at hand, probably' 
realize that guaranteeing one hundred percent conformance 
to specification for any lot of items is practically 
impossible, although the "layman might assume that one 
hundred per cent inspection could always achieve this end. 
In this thesis, the autbor will outline and 
describe the many facets and problems which must be dealt 
with in setting up a quaiity control program that will be 
acceptable to the military requirements for defense contract 
manufacturers, and which will be feasible financially for 
an organization to install. It will be evident that the 
requirements of the defense contract do not only pertain to 
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the finished product, but apply to all phases of the manu-
facturing process. Thus, certain functions, not always 
associated with quality control will be mentioned. 
The references used by the author are numerous. 
However~ most of them pertain only to the older concept of 
orthodox quality control. New approaches to the problem at 
band have mainly been realized through direct contact with 
the largest defense contract manufacturers in the country 
and through directives issued by them to the subcontractor. 
The author has had contact with representatives from 
Lockheed Aircraft, Convair Division of General pynamics 
Corporation, Tbiokol Chemical, Aewjet Division of General 
Tire, United Aircraft Corporation, and General Electric. 
The cognizant quality representatives from all of these 
organizations have been very helpful to the author and his 
organization in outlining and clarifying the requirements 
of themselves and tbe government. These representatives 
have generally been older men previously in the quality 
control departments of other large organizations. As a 
result, their experience in techniques and methods of 
quality control is considerable. The suggestions of these 
representatives concerning the practical application of 
various quality control theory, has been deeply appreciated 
and needed by the author in the carrying out of his duties. 
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The author particularly wishes to express gratitude for the 
considerable guidance and aid given by the representatives 
from the Lockheed Aircraft Missile Systems Division. 
The following thesis will draw information from 
the personal contacts with the above organizations as well 
as from several recognized authors in the field of quality 
' 
control. References to editorial articles from the 
periodicals which are pertinent to the subject will also 
be present. The author has no·t found any text or work which 
contains an outline of a definite program for the handling 
of defense contract quality control. Thus, although many 
more qualified men may have provided detailed working programs 
for their own organizations and for others, it is this 
author's belief that the following work is somewhat 
original. 
The thesis will be divided into five major chapters. 
The first chapter will deal with definitions and military 
requirements pert~nent to quality control activities. This 
chapter will be divided into three sect·ions which will cover 
, the three aspects of quality control activity, i.e. 
inspection activities, prevention activities, and appraisal 
and review activities. Having familiarized the reader with 
the terminology and requirements of defense contract quality 
control, the writer will, within the second chapter, propose 
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several types of quality groups capable of satisfactorily 
handling the quality program. 
The third chapter will be composed df four 
sections designed to propose a working quality program within 
the organization which fulfills the requi~ements of the 
government in all aspects, the four sections of this chapter 
will include a discussion of the program during the product 
planning stage, the inspection functions of the operating 
stage, the non-inspection functions contingent to succesful 
operation, the customer contact functions carried out by 
the quality group, and the special studies activities 
possible for tbe group to undertake. 
The fou~th chapter wil~ be entitled "the Future 11 
and will point out some of the possible potential values 
of the proposed program to a concerned organization. 
The fifth chapter will summarize the entire work 
and will estimate the worth of the entire program. 
An appendix will follow this summary chapter and 
will consist of the approved quality cQntrol manual for the 
aay to day operations of Dynisco Incorporated which was 
prepared by the author. This manual has been examined and 
accepted by various milita~y and defense contract groups. 
It will exemplify the minimum effort and expense which an 
organization must expend in order to be an approved vendor 
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of defense contract materials. Reference to this manual 
will be made throughout the text in cases where the writer 
feels that direct example would assist the reader in 
understanding a specific case or detail._/ 
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CHAPTER 1: QUALITY CONTROL ACTIVITIES 
Section 1: Inspection Acceptance Activities 
The quality control function has been defined 
historically by Gordon B. Carson and others4 as being 
broKen up into three types of activities. These have been 
described as being acceptance, prevention, and appraisal 
activities. 
Concerning oneself with the acceptance activities 
of a quality control group, one recognizes most of the duties 
as being familiar and commonly considered by the layman to 
be the primary functions of a quality group. Indeed, the 
majority of man hours attributed to the quality control 
group will be allocated to the inspection acceptance activi-
ties of the group. Historically and currently, the physical 
inspections performed during the daily operations of any 
manufacturing organization (consumer or defense contract) 
require eighty to ninety per cent of manpower concerned with 
the quality control function, as experienced by this author 
and others. 
Included within the inspection acceptance 
activities of any quality group may be found the four:·stages 
of production inspection. These stages are commonly termed 
source inspection, receiving inspection, in-process 
inspection, and finished goods inspection. 
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Source inspection is probably the newest and least 
understood inspection activity. Source inspection is also 
one fu®n~~ per ~ent performed by any military or prime 
contract buyer. This phase of inspection may be defined as 
those activities of an inspector within the vendor's plant 
facilities whereby the quality of a product (products} is 
assured by tbe inspector previous to delivery to the 
organization employing tbe inspector. Today all prime 
contractors to the government t,ind themselves under the 
surveillance of civil service or military source inspectors. 
Subcontractors to the prime source likewise find themselves 
under the watchful eyes of inspection personnel from the 
customer or military procurement bases. These inspectors 
have at all times the authority to halt shipment, stop 
production, and often close a contract regarding a specific 
product. The actual duties of the source inspector may 
' 
vary according to the nature of the product. Many inspectors 
merely observe certain qualifying or final tests and verify 
the results obtained by the organization's quality group. 
This inspector may designate tbe sampling technique to be 
used, and may require proof that testing techniques and 
equipment are valid. The inspector may, on the other hand, 
actually perform certain of the tests himself, i.e. be may 
be a resident inspector within the ven~or's organization 
c~rrying out the qualifying test himself With the facilities 
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of tbe vendor and any be may demand. 
The most common form of source inspection for the 
smaller manufacturer of products under defense contracts is 
that of visiting inspector. Normally~ upon receipt of a 
product lot into the qualifying or final test area, a member 
of the quality group will contact the required local source 
inspector (either civilian or military) and will prepare 
the product for inspection as desired by the particular 
representative. After observing certain or all qualifying 
'tests~ the inspector will sign the packing slip or invoice. 
Source inspection as used by the smaller manu-
facturing organization is very informal in practice and often 
unrecognized to the parties concerned. However, any 
journey to another organization for the purpose of observing 
checking, or trying of a product, previous to purcbasing 
and receiving the same, is actually a source inspection. 
It is interesting to note that although a prime 
contractor to the government may subcontract certain items 
or components to a smaller organization which in turn may 
subcontract part to a third organization, the government 
may undertake source inspection at any point. 
Prime contractors are responsible for the full 
compliance of materials~ supplies, and services to 
apply on Government contracts, whether manufactured 
or processed by the contractor or procured from 
other suppliers. The Government reserves the right 
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to inspect at source supplies not manufactured or 
processed within the prime contractor's facility. 
The Inspector determines what subcontract or vendor 
purchased material requires Government inspection 
at its place of manufacture or point of shipment.5 
The first in-plant inspection is that of receiving 
inspection. All vendors to the government whether prime 
or subcontracting must fill the following requirements: 
Subcontracted items, defined as those purchased 
parts, components and assemblies over which the 
receiving contractor retains design control, shall 
be inspected to assure conformance with the reqUire-
ments of the receiving contractor's subcontract and 
evidence of such inspection shall be furnished to 
the Inspector upon request. 
Vendor ite~s, defined as those purchased parts~ 
components and assemblies over ~hicb the prime 
contractor does not have design control, which 
are purchas~d directly from tbe manufacturer of 
the item, shall be inspected and tested by the 
receiving contractor for conformance with applicable 
specifipations and standard contained in the grime 
contracts as reflected in the purchase order. 
It is readily evident that the requirements for 
receiving inspection leave all matters of technique to the 
individual organization. Ho~ever, receiving inspection is 
generally one area that an organization has established 
practices which approach adequate handling. Management 
has usually recognized the potential cash loss contingent 
with accepting faulty merchandise and has usually system-
atized the rudiments of a proper receiving inspection 
group. The government realizes that failure to meet contract 
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may result f~om a vendor attempting to process discrepant 
purchased parts and that a particular defense project may 
be jeopardized for this reason. However, the latitude of 
action depends upon the quality program of the vendor 
himself. 
The rece~v~ng cont~actor shal~ be responsible for 
initiating corrective action with bis subcontractors 
and vendors on repetitive discrepancies found upon 
such receipt of supplies, whether or not such 
supplies have received Gove~nment source inspection.7 
The methods and techniques for receiving inspection 
are tied down only in that the government requires any 
sampling procedures less tban one hundred per cent to be 
in accordance with MIL-STD-105 or other valid sampling 
plans. 8 If~ however, a source inspector appears on the 
scene, he may require additional tests upon product 
(products) received from a subcontractor or complete 
verificat~on of the tests already performed. 
In-process inspection has been adequately defined 
by the government and the requirements outlined as follows: 
The contractor shall establish and maintain inspec-
tion stations at points appropriately located in the 
manufacturing process which tbe contractor considers 
necessary to assure continued control of quality of 
parts, components, and assemblies. Records of in-
process inspections may be used as evidence of quality 
of the end item subject to the right of disapproval 
by the Inspector. In-process inspection records will 
not be used to eliminate the requirements for final 
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inspection o~ test of the end item but may be used 
to reduce sucb final inspection subjec9t to the right of disapproval of the Inspector. 
The variation and scope of in-process inspection 
varies considerably from organization to organization 
depending upon the number of processes or steps of manu-
facture leading up to the end product. Many contracts will 
only require a single process to be performed; other will 
require hundrees of manufacturing operations to arrive at 
sub-assembly. 
In-process inspection will never greatly reduce 
receiving inspection or final inspection. However, within 
any organization, a serious look at problem areas costly to 
the manufacturing group may point out the necessity for 
certain controls including in-process inspection points~ 
Management is not going to be required to establish an all 
inclusive in-process inspection plan by the governme~t as: 
"Process control procedures used by tbe contractor for 
manufacturing control and not for acceptance inspection 
purposes are not subject to a right of disapproval by tbe 
Inspector."10 Management should, however, attempt to inaug-
urate systems of in-proc~ss inspection if cost reduction 
and efficiency increase will result. 
Finished goods inspection and/or final testing 
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and qualify~ng inspection is a function which each and 
every manufacturing organization must systematize, and 
which most have attempted in a manner considered adequate 
by them. The government defines final test as follows: 
Qualification test, as used in this specification, 
are those tests required by Government specifi-
cations as a basis for qualification approval by 
the qualifying agency designated in the specification. 
Product Inspection - the examination of an individual 
article or quality characteristic by usual means 
such as magnaflux, fluorescent penet~ant or 
electrical test, and the comparison of the 
article or quality characteristic with specifi-
cation or drawing requirements.ll 
It is in the performance of product or finished 
goods testing that an organization will succeed or fail 
with defense contract manufacturing. The small manufac-
turing firm can seldom afford the huge cost of the sophis-
ticated test equipment possessed by the large prime contractors 
to the government, and the government itself. As an 
example, General Electric bas an automated test set-up 
in its Philadelphia installation which is used to check 
pressure and force transducers that bas a greater asset 
value than the total capital structures of several 
organizations manufacturing the transducers. The above 
example is not an unusual case as even with the less 
sopbi sticated product testing_,. one can often find a small 
shop producing and selling products witb 11micrometer 
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standard" while the purchasing firm utilizes automated 
11 laboratory standards 11 in receiving inspection. 
The fantastically costly test systems which can be 
afforded and justified by the largest organizations generally 
cannot be compensated for by the small firm even with a 
maximum of effort and exacting inspection procedures. 
The systems possessed by the la~ger organizations frequently 
test to an order of magnitude greater than that which the 
next best system is rated. The ful~y automated and record-
ing test system is also capable of eliminating the inaccuracy 
and subjectivity always present in one hundred per cent 
inspection, carried out by an individual who must possess bias 
and 11reading error ability". 
The obvious ~lleviation of the vast discrepancy 
between test abilities lies witb the product design group 
within tbe manufacturing organization. As long as any firm 
has the ability to test its own product to better than one 
order of magnitude greater than the tolerance specification 
under which the product is sold, it may be assumed that the 
testing procedures are quite adequate, even though test 
facilities may exist which can check the product to tWJ 
orders of magnitude greater than the tolerance specification. 
Defense contract manufacturers are required to 
have in their possession., standards for each parameter 
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contained in the design with a specification tolerance 
regardless of test equipment procedures and order of 
accuracy. The maintenance, calibration certification, 
and use of these standards is also a task of the quality 
control group responsible for inspection acceptance 
activities. Currently, all standards in the possession 
of a defense contract manufacturer, regardless of their 
parameter or accuracy must be certified regularly by an 
outside laboratory or firm who possesses standards which 
have themselves been calibrated in the National Bureau of 
Standards in Washington, D.C. Any organization may itself 
send its standards to Washington for calibration and 
certification. However, in most cases, the cost and delay 
is prohibitive. The availability of independent testing 
laboratories and the validity of certification through 
tbeir certified standards being traceable to the National 
Bureau of Standards, is most commonly used by all organi-
zations. 
The requirements for certificate form is deter-
mined by the government inspector and/or the quality 
representative of the prime contractor. The government 
does not specify any particular format or procedure of 
certification other than the possession of the same. 
Possibly too much latitude is allowed in this point. The 
author bas received a certification of a standard which 
was manufactured by the certifying party. In this instance, 
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the president of the organization affixed hiE own signature 
and seal to the certificate form. However~ upon calibration 
at the State Division of Standards~ the attestation was 
found to be discrepant and the certificate an allegation 
of nonexistant accuracy. The government regulations 
in this case would bave allowed the original false certi-
fication to be considered valid and would not have required 
the confirming calibration and certification. 
The duties pertaining~to the gage maintenance and 
inspection is the responsibility of tbe inspection 
acceptance group and is clearly defined as follows~ 
. 
•• 
The contractor shall provide and maintain suitable 
gages and other measuring and testing deyices used 
for inspection necessary to check supplies for 
conformance to contract requirements. Such 
devices shall be checked with suitable measuring 
equipment at established periods to assure 
continued accuracy. The contractor shall establish 
a schedule of such Qbecks as a portion of his 
inspection procedure based on type, purpose, and ' 
degree of usage, and shall maintain records or 
other conclusive evidence that proper control is 
being provided.12 
Almost all major defense contract manufacturers 
have also clearly defined the responsibilities of their 
vendors regarding test equipment and gages. 
The vendor must provide a detailed description of 
the test facility consisting of the following 
items: certification of the accuracy of non-
standard or vendor-manufactured test instruments; 
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a description of the vendor's test instrument 
calibration policy; a statement of the frequency 
of instrument calibration; and, the accuracy of 
calibration standards.13 
All tool~ gages, and equipment shall be checked 
and/or calibrated periodically. Tool and equipment 
records showing inspection coverage, date of last 
inspection, and date of next inspectian shall be 
made available for MSVD examination.l 
Clearly, the organization manufacturing under a 
defense contract or subcontract has no choice but to formu-
late and establish procedures of maintaining and inspecting 
all gages and test equipment. 
The control of salvage and rework routines is 
usually detailed to the inspection acceptance group. This 
function, when applied toward a defense contract or material 
produced under same, is termed 11material review11 • Material 
review is considered so important by the government that 
three pages of the seventeen page quality control require-
ment general specification are devoted solely to requirements 
concerning this area. Material review does not include all 
of the functions of the group handling in-piant salvage 
arid re1J·vork, as; the government allows a preliminary evalua-
tion to be made by authorized contractor personnel or the 
government inspector. Either of these individuals may allow 
material to be: 
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Scrapped - if the material is obviously unfit for 
use and irreparable, it may be scrapped by the 
contractor. 
Completed - if the material does not meet require-
ments because of incomplete fabrication, the 
contractor may provide for the additional work 
necessary to bring the material within specified 
requirements. 
Accepted - the inspector may be authorized to accept 
variations or replacement of parts to be made by 
the contractor without submission to the Materials 
Review Board. 
Designated for Materials Review Board Action - All 
material for which agreement as to acceptance "as 
is", rework, or scrapping in accordance with the 
preceding paragraphs shi51 be designated for 
Materials Review Board. 
It is to be expected that most items discrepant 
to specification would either be obviously of scrap value 
or would be r.eworkable without difficulty. In many of the 
newer industries, however, (electronic and allied fields 
particuiarly), such is often not the case. It seems that 
gray exists far more often than black and white, thus 
necessitating continual material review action. The state 
of grayness may not be due to material failure or weakness 
or ability of the contractor to meet a definite specification. 
The ambiguity often results from a lack of understanding 
of application, methods and techniques, and the esoteric 
nature of the material and/or the product itself. 
Naturally, physical dimensions in and of, themselves can not 
be produced ambiguously. Tolerances are either held or 
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missed on any manufactured item. Performance, however, is 
often not so easily defined, particularly wh~n several 
dozen parameters, all interrelated, may define performance. 
As an example: one can imagine a transducer with specified 
resistance~ input voltage and output voltage. It could 
easily occur that resistance be discrepantly bigh, enabling 
a higher rated input voltage resulting in a greater output 
voltage. The actual performance or output being greater 
tban normal might easily be more desirable and actually 
perform better due to the discrepant resistance. Thus, 
tbe out of tolerance parameters might result in better 
performance for the desired parameter. 
The material review board make-up and authority 
is clearly specified in detail by the government, and will 
have tbe duty of passing judgement on all those items which 
bave been controversial or 11gray" during the preliminary 
' 
evaluation. 
The function of return goods inspection (repairs 
and rejects from the buyer) must be considered as an 
inspection acceptance activity. Return goods inspection 
may be handled by either of two jurisdictions, i.e. the 
service group or the qualifying test section. The service 
group, althougb separately contained from tbe manufacturing 
processes and groups, may duplicate any and all methods, 
procedures, and equipment possessed by tbe manufacturing 
divisions. The separation ana duplication of assets are 
established so that cost figures as well as special handling 
may be accorded the return goods. Normally, inspection 
activities applied within the service section would be 
completely apart from the activities pertinent to the 
product flow within the manufacturing p~ocesses. The 
quality group may assign an inspector to the service group 
who will carry on all of the quality functions of the 
group. 
Military specification' does not require any 
special techniques or methods for the return goods 
inspection. Analysis of tbe inspection data is rigidly 
defined, however, and will be described in the prevention 
activities section of this paper. 
It is seen that the inspection activities 
functions of quality control are responsible for the 
physical handling of product, components, material, 
tools, gages, and equipment. The inspection activities 
group is responsible for the acquisition of data and the 
separation of 11 good 11 from 11bad 11 • Upon the findings of 
this group will be based the entire remainder of the 
quality control function. 
Tbe reader is encouraged to examine sections 
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four through ten of the Dynisco manual found in the appendix. 
These sections cover the approved inspection procedures and 
all associated records which specifically apply toward the 
production of transducers. 
The methods and procedures of material review 
action may be exempli~ied by section seven of the affixed 
manual in light of the particular problems of Dynisco. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Section 2: Quality Control Prevention Activities 
Sound management will not limit the activities 
of the quality group to merely that of separating the good 
from the bad. Indeed, those activities which strive 
toward the elimination of discrepant products ultimately 
determine the value of the quality program itself. The 
key action performed during the prevention phase of the 
quality group will be that of analysis. 
Analysis should normally be subdivided into two 
very se~ate and distinct functions, that of the ana~~sis 
and in-plant salvage and rework data, and that of the 
analysis of data concerned with customer repair and reject 
items. As explained later on in this paper, the data 
relating to in-plant discrepancies will be furnished from 
the records of the day to day inspection routines and tbe 
data pertaining to customer veject and repair will be 
furnished from the test group (service department) 
responsible for the analysis of neturns. 
The requirements of the government and/or large 
defense prime contractors do not recommend nor specify the 
pattern for in-plant discrepant material data analysis. 
However, any actions performed upon returned material will 
be subject to the strict surveillance of a military or 
civilian inspector responsible to the government or prime 
contractor. 
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Management required to expend time and thought 
in the formulation of analysis plans for ade·quate handling 
of ·customer returns~ must consider the expansion of the 
plans to cover in-plant salvage and rework data. Although 
the in-plant salvage and rework examples will contain many 
more items and/or components while the customer's returned 
goods will consist of the finished product assembled from 
tbese·components~ the cause of failure and analyses may be 
couched in the same terms. 
Further quality .control prevention activities will 
be derived from the results of the above analysis. Specifi-
cation application is one such derivitive common when 
considering some of the more highly complex items supplied 
in the electro-mechanical products industry. The required 
specifications of a product may be extremely detailed and 
lengthy to begin with~ but after modification of tbe 
product to meet customer requirements~ the problem of 
compiling a unified specification may be impossible. 
Differences in specification terminology and definition are 
common and cause many costly rejections and returns. When 
the manufacturing organization attempts to correlate his 
own product specification and the customer required 
specification~ it is often discovered that by so doing, 
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a military specification is neglected, i.e. one tbat has 
been overlooked by the customer himself. 
Thus, tbe prevention activity of correlation of 
one's own, the customer's and the governments product 
required specifications must be thoroughly researched by 
the quality staff and the engineering application's staff 
early in the manufacturing cycle. Naturally it would be 
ideal if this study could be performed long before a 
purchase order clears the door. However, in antual±ty, 
such is not always possible. 
After the quality group has analyzed the data 
resulting from discrepant product or components, and has 
removed all doubt of the possible ambiguity and/or non-
correlation of pertaining specifications, the application 
of new corrective action within the plant will ensue. 
Redesign of inspection procedures and sampling plans 
(if used) may be indicated as a possible method of correct-
ing a process fault quicker and closer to tbe source of 
that fault. Acquisition of new test equipment and appli-
cation of more sophisticated methods may alleviate tbe 
situation wbere rejection rates from certain customers are 
inexcusably high. As stated previously in this paper, 
many of the largest defense prime contractors can afford 
test equipment far more costly than the smaller subcontractor 
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can hope to obtain. Sucb deficiencies may often be alle-
viated by proper drawing and design specification control. 
Drawing and/or design specification change must 
remain the £i:era.l "out'' for tbe organization burdened by 
unacceptably high rejection rates. It is bere that much 
internal opposition is met by the quality group when such 
is suggested. Engine_ering divisions are notoriously 
difficult to convince of tbe necessity for watering down 
or even eliminating certain product specifications to 
match the actual practice and limit of ability. Requests 
for corrective action data from the prime contractors are 
written in such a way as to make design specification 
changes absolutely necessary upon continued customer 
rejection of tbe product. The changes must be unopposedly 
applied by the manufacturer of the discrepant material. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Section 3: Quality Cont~ol App~aisal and Review Activities 
There comes a time in the management of any firm 
or department thereof, when an introspective look at past 
performance and a subjective evaluation of that perfo~mance 
becomes automatic and necessa~y. Quality control personnel 
disliking the term "subjective" prefer to review and appraise 
on the basis of rathe~ more objective criteria. 
The quality of inspection and the pe~formance 
of the inspection group may be evaluated generally f~om 
the efficiencies obtained within the program of' the 
prevention activities. Naturally, the rejected product 
returned from the custome~ reflects upon the performance of 
the product test group when all 11mistaken application" and 
misunderstood specification ratings are removed. Custome~ 
complaint analysis will be invaluable for a 11 feedback 11 
source, too. Often, however, with the advent of a new 
quality control program and with existing programs changing 
rapidly to keep up with military demands, continuity of data 
sufficient to appraise one 1 S efficiency becomes difficult to 
obtain. 
Market quality within the industry may differ so 
substantially as to make comparisons meaningless and 
evaluations impossible. Indeed, until the government is 
able to produce items of defense with some sort of design 
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stability, an organization may consider itself performing 
adequately if it remains on the 11 approved 11 vendor lists 
of the prime contractors. Rejection rates (in-plant) 
may remain unusually high and costly. However, as stated 
previously, cost is a minor consideration in the defense 
program and item uoverpricing" is common. 
Thus, for the average small supplier of material 
to the defense industry, quality control appraisal and 
review activities may be submerged in the more demanding 
area of the prevention activities. Many companies with a 
nonstandardized product line and a history of only several 
years duration, simply cannot hope to accomplish more than 
breaking even or keeping one 1 s bead above water in the 
case of quality control. 
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CHAPTER 2: Quality Control Organization 
The organizational form of tbe quality control 
group occasionally becomes controversial wben considered 
by management unfamiliar with the desires and opinions of 
the defense industry. The required responsibility of the 
quality group is understood by the defense leaders to 
necessitate a high level position within tbe plant 
structure~ and mistrust is felt for quality control groups 
which report to management specifically concerned with 
production, sales or engineering.* 
The firms which contain key management in 
general positions such as executive vice-president, general 
manager, or in the case of very small firms, the president, 
should maintain the organization in such a way that 'the 
director or manager of quality control reports to this 
key operating executive. The position of the quality g~p 
is considered much more sound ana meaningful when this iS 
the case. The position of the quality co!Erol manager will 
thus be equivalent to that of the production, sales, and 
engineering chief executives responsible to the same· key 
executives at the top level. 
The structure of the quality group may differ as 
the quantity of required material control varies. Where 
the control is narrow in scope, a simple staff group is 
* _Particularly Lockheed Aircraft; see page 125 
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adequate to control quality. This staff group would 
(as above) repor.t to tbe key ope~ating executive, but would 
not extend its lines of authority any further than that 
required to carry out the acceptance, prevention, and 
appraisal activities necessary. Lines of communication 
would be in existance between sales, production, and 
engineering as needed and authority to control production 
processes would be present. Most smaller companies 
dependent on defense contracts probably utilize this 
type of staff position for their quality control 
group. 
Many larger and more diversified companies have 
created a structure in which the quality idea bas been 
given a broader scope. The creation of a 1'material 
director" is extremely common in the defense industry, 
and in the aircraft and missile field in particul~r. The 
material director may possess the same rank in the company 
organization as does the quality control director of the 
staff group. However, the material director will have 
authority over all material handling, purchasing, shipping 
and traffic, as well as the quality control function. Often, 
even plant maintenance and plant engineering will be under 
the jurisdiction of this director. 
The creation of a material director's position ana 
function should be explored at length by all organizations 
with ineffectual, costly, or disapproved quality control 
activities.* 
The authority of the director or manager 
responsible for the quality activities in no case must be 
subservient to the production or engineering management. 
The support and respect of top level management must be 
cultivated and obtained for efficient action on quality 
problems. The responsiblities of the quality group must 
be made known to the entire organization. 
The government and prime contractors understand 
the responsibilities of the quality group to include 
functions witbin the engineering, manufacturing, and Bales 
areas. Responsibility and authority over purchasing and 
all inspection activities must be formalized and details 
available for survey. Responsibility for determination of 
the cost of quality losses, ana related experimentation to 
eliminate the defects will be normally present in a 
correctly established quality organization. Customer 
complaint, analysis, and product quality and reliability 
data must be also available for survey. Thus, systems 
must be formalized and completely detailed. 
* As have several of the very youngest and largest prime 
contr.actors. e~g. Convair Astronautics. 
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Quality control personnel training and super-
vision will necessarily be a responsibility requiring much 
time and effor~. !n the case of smaller concerns, super-
vision may be direct from manager to inspector and training 
problems will he generally informal ana personally directive. 
In these instances, personal contact ana similar goals will 
make a closely knit quality group of the highest efficiency 
and productivity. A la~ger organization may necessitate 
several levels of super~ision and a very large gro1Pof 
inspectors having little contact with the quality manager 
or director. Such a situation probably requires more 
formalized training, evaluation, and performance 
appraisal procedures. Efficiency and productivity 
evaluations will require time from the manager apart and 
aside fvom the supervision activities, and the manager 
must realize the necessity of delegating the time for this 
purpose. 
The reader may find section two of the Uynisco 
manual which pertains to the organization of the staff 
quality group now operating within the firm of interest. 
A complete breakdown of the structure, responsibility and 
authority which exists within Uynisco is given. 
CHAPTER 3: ESTABLISHING A PROGRAM 
Section l! Tbe Planning Stage 
During the planning of a new aesign or new product, 
tbe quality control group may neither be called upon for 
advice nor considered as an interested party. All too often, 
the quality group first comes into contact with the new 
design when the actual production run begins. This fallacy 
of neglect by engineering and production management bas, and 
will, lead to serious difficulties during the production 
stage of the prod~ct. The government realized the necessity 
for early action by the quality group when it broke tbe 
quality control requirements manual into two sections or 
phases. 
Phase A - that stage involving extension of 
investigative findings of a scientific or technical 
nature into practical application including the 
construction and testing of one or several engin-
eering models or devices in which only secondary 
attention may be paid to quantity manufacture, ease 
of maintenance, or service adequacy of the model or 
device. An item which is type classified as a 
11 development type 11 falls normally within tbi s 
phase. 
Phase B - that stage involving limited or full 
production quantities manufactured to a substan-
~ially stable design and in which major attention 
is paid to qefinitive performance, economical 
quantity manufacture, ease of maintenance, and 
service adequacy. An item which is type classi-
fied as6an "adopted type
11 falls within this 
phase .1 
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Quality control during the planning stage may 
be a leading factor in real profitability during the later 
production, if it is handled correctly. The formulation of 
cont~ol plans and long range needs for product conformity 
must be completed at this stage of development rather than 
later on when control methods might become stop-gaps and 
formless in organization. The concept of a master plan 
utilizing forecasts, estimates, and ideas based on 
experience, should be as common to quality control as it is 
for promotional planning and production planning. 
Quality planning Will be founded in the same 
terms as production planning. Management's long range. goals 
including product mix, production levels, and equipment 
types must be considered by the quality group in conjunc-
tion with group experience and background. Correct 
utilization of all information will result in a sound 
program needed to handle the product through its planning 
stage into the production stage. 
The quality group must be ever aware of new 
developments in measurement methods, applications ana 
techniques. Literature sources defining new equipment 
must be on band and available to quality group personnel. 
The stiffening competitive requirements, particularly in 
the te~bnological defense industry, demand fast and accurate 
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measurement methods unknown to past quality control special-
ists. Profitability differences between competitors in 
the defense field may very well reflect the compared 
efficiencies of their respective quality planning_~programs. 
With tbe establishment of organizational objec-
tives and with an array of possible metbods and techniques 
at band, the group must estimate tbe practicality of 
various statistical techniques and manner of usage, both 
for actual product handling ana for information analysis. 
As stated earlier in this paper, statistical quality control 
is confined within narrow limits as a method of product 
handling,* however, reliability studies and design 
functionalism generally are evaluated statistically. 
At this point in the design planning stage, tbe 
proposed product quality objectives must be systematized 
and formalized. These objectives must be established from 
the correlation of the forecasts, estimates,. and ideas 
obtained within the organization. The objectives will be 
dependent on the customer's needs in relationship to the 
product as well as his ability to obtain the item from 
other sources. The ability to obtain the product else-
where, may be potential as well as actual, as development 
contracts are thrown into a competitive environment before 
the competing organizations ever produce the item. A 
* Due to need for maximum quality of conformance (introduction) 
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continua~ly larger and larger portion of the GNP is going 
towards the manufacture of these developmental items wbich 
often never result in a finished product. 
Product function and usage will aid in deter-
mining quality objectives only to the extent that some 
functions will necessarily require considerably more buyer 
influence and control on the quality aspects of the 
product. Certain products will be designated contributory 
and noncritical, while others will be earmarked highly 
essential by the government procurers. Often, especially 
troublesome areas such as the missile industry (particularly 
after a series of missile failures,) will be tightly 
observed at all phases of manufacture and will require a 
vastly expanded quality control function withi~ the industry. 
Naturally, the highly critical items will be catalogued 
according to reliability studies and purchased accordingly. 
The reliability factors inherent in product 
nature will usually directly or indirectly establish the 
major quality objectives independently of all other factors. 
In the defense contract industry, product, value, cost, and 
other supply-demand qualities will not be considered. 
Pricing will not be a consideration of the quality control 
group during the planning stage of design for the simple 
reason that the government and prime contractors do not 
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consider different degrees of quality requirements because 
of product price. 
Once the objectives are determined and all 
forecasts, estimates, and ideas are correlated, the pre-
,. 
production and drawing board stage of development will 
require more action and consultation by the quality group. 
Tbe limitations of quality control methods pertinent to 
the design being formulated, must be clearly explained to 
both engineering and production. Possible conflicts 
between the above two groups relative to speci~ications 
and processing can often be decided strictly upon the 
limitations, abilities~ and requirements o~ the quality 
function. Occasionally the engineering group will accept 
design improvements as suggested by quality control and, 
more often, the production group will accept processing 
improvements suggested by quality control. Both groups 
will be forced to accept improvement suggestions made later 
in the production process by government and buyer quality 
groups if quality requirements are not correctly handled 
during tbe planning stage. 
After test pieces or proto-type models have been 
made and tested (often in too Bmall a quantity), tbe quality 
group will be required to review the test results to verify 
the ability of the product to meet design requirements. 
This product ability must be statistically established for 
at least these proto-types before production runs can be 
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justified> although the conformance of these proto-type 
items never assures the conformance of production run 
items. It is wise for the quality group to expect better 
performance out of the proto-types than called for by 
specification, as the engineer-band-carved nature of these 
test specimens is almost sure to exceed the performance 
of the first production runs.* 
After ascertaining product feasibility and 
performance, the need for new manufacturing equipment 
and processes estimated by production should be examined 
by the quality group with a view towards determining the 
capability of new machinery and equipment. ·Process 
capability generally should be self determined, or at best, 
gained through the advice of nonpartisan sources. Equip-
ment manufacturers and their literature should not 
form the basis for ~stablishing capability data unless the 
equipment itself is of an original type unknown to the 
market. Equipment and process capability studies may be 
made in the conventional manner as described by many 
authQrs in their quality control handbooks~ 
Having defined equipment capability for the product 
processing operation, the actual control procedures may 
be defined and systematized. Point by point quality 
characteristics and conformance ratings should be 
* Which fvom the writer's experience, many engineers refuse 
to believe. 
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tabulated and the correct communication system for eacb 
point established. The required inspection and test 
equipment may be distributed along with the test procedures 
and data sheets for each control point. The information 
feed back channels should be cleared and readied at this 
time in preparation for the first production runo The 
system of operator quality checking, where possible, may 
be integrated into the control system as must rework and 
rejection routines. 
Simultaneously with the definition of in-plant 
procedures, controls for tbe ~ncoming material can be 
formalized. The material quality characteristics to be 
measured must be designated and tbe acceptable quality 
levels defined. Inspection procedures, test equipment, 
and data sheets are to be prepared and distributed as in 
' 
the case of in-plant processing. Certain quality 
standards may be new to the organization and must be 
purchased with sufficient lead time before production 
runs begin. Upon acquisition of the quality standards, 
capabilities of all working equipment and master equipment 
should be confirmed. It is at this point that the manu-
facturing firm is prepared to produce an item and be 
justified in specifying performance and appearance 
chanacteristics referenced to definite standards. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Section 2: Inspection Functions of the Production Stage 
Within the day to day routines of the quality 
group, the control of incoming material serves as the 
basis for tbe entire processing function. Tbe material 
control should be handaed with a maximum of efficiency 
and dispatch, as lost processing time may seriously affect 
production planning. 
The first stage in the control of incoming 
material is in making survey trips to the facilities of 
vendors performing non-standard or troublesome processe~ 
such as machining to buyer specification. The party 
conducting the survey should attempt to contact a fairly 
bigh level management representative with a general 
knowledge of the complete operations within the organi-
zation. This representative will be quizzed according to 
a formal check-off list prepared previously by the survey-
ing quality group. These checklists may take many forms 
and may vary in scope according to the type of organi-
zations being surveyed.· The most inclusive checklist seen 
by this author is-that of the Lockheed Missiles and Space 
Division quality assurance group, which:~.may be referred to 
at the end of the appendix.* The information obtained 
* Pages 124 to 127 inclusive. 
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in surveying a venoor (or propo~eo vendor) sbould be 
used only in conjunctmon with vendor performance and 
should not be held to condemn or disqualify any 
proposed vendo~ unless sucb discrepant appearance as to 
plainly show incapability is present. 
Upon placing an order with a vendor, normally 
a drawing or description of the desired item will clearly 
designate dimensional specifications and tolerances. In 
tbe case of new drawings, the quality groups should review 
all dimensions for the presence of tolerances. These 
tole~ances will not be questioned as to qualitative 
desirability, but only to physical presence. It will be 
assumed by the quality group that all such specified 
tolerances will be self explanatory to the vendor and 
further quality requirements unnecessary. The presence 
of material specification and finish requirements as well 
as other nondimensional characteristics sbould also always 
appear on tbe drawing going to the vendor. The quality 
group must ensure that an exact copy of the drawing going 
to the vendor is forwarded to receiving inspection at the 
time the order is placed. 
The above actions shoul'd prealude the possi-
bility of inspecting tbe items to other specifications than 
those found on the vendor's drawing. (Certain items may 
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have many drawing revisions while older models are being 
produced on the outside and it is notably difficult to 
find these older drawings without revisions when they are 
needed for inspection purposes). 
After placement of the order to a vendor, further 
contact by the quality group in the role of consultant and/or 
source inspector may be necessary. Measurement devices and 
techniques to be used in receiving inspection should not 
be considered a company secret and may be discussed with 
the vendor as the quality group feels this would reRult 
in a higher quality level. Under no circumstances, however, 
should a vendor be told that a particular dimension or 
quality is not subjected to receiving inspection, even if 
* such is the case. Sampling plans and actual inspection 
procedures are not g.enerally to be communicated to the 
vendor. Correlation of standards such as thread form, 
flatness, finish, etc., must be accomplished before tbe 
vendor begins processing. Reference to military speci-
fications covering anodizing, plating, heat:treating, etc. 
is obligatory if any of these special processes are included 
in tbe vendor's operations. 
Upon arrival of the purchased material, and after 
receiving inspection, the quality group must arrange 
suitable rework and reject handling so as to avoid delay 
in the processing of invoices (which may have term discounts) 
* This dimension or quality should be checked occasionally 
anyhow. 
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and the release of the accepted material into inventory. 
Disposition of rejects demanding rework by the vendor 
must be accomplished in a manner to inform the vendor 
exactly what work is to be performed. Disposition of 
scrap rejects is best handled by allowing the vendor to 
perform this action. These scrap pieces after shipment 
back to the ~endor usually will not appear again in 
receiving inspection. However, because of th~ possibil~ty 
of their resubmittal, all incoming items must be checked 
as though they were new. 
The receiving inspection group will maintain 
records of conformance for all material inspected and will 
be responsible to production and purchasing for communi-
cation of vendor performance and quality rating. Often, 
feedback of performance data to the vendor will r~sult in 
better relations and quality products over the long term. 
In-plant inspection routines will normally 
require the most man hours from tbe quality group personnel 
and will remain separate from the above receiving inspec-
tion functions and record ~eeping. Processing inspection 
will commence from the point of utilizing the full capability 
of all manufacturing·processes existing within the plant. 
Complete utilization of capabilities will be accomplished 
only after the quality group, in conjunction with its 
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planned program, is able to recommend any process condition 
adjustments it deems necessary. Once all process conditions 
are operating in a method to produce conforming items, the 
quality group will exercise the planned procedures to 
maintain these desired conditions of conformance. With 
the advent of new equipment into the processing scheme, 
new capability studies must be taken and the equipment 
fitted into the plant operations in ~ manner to most fully 
utilize these capabilities. 
The in-process quality procedures should be 
continually reviewed by the qualit~ group for adherence to 
procedures actually existing in the plant floor, and for 
process stability (or capability stability) as reflected 
by the rejection situation. Any variation from the 
established procedures by either operator or inspector must 
be justified or corrected by the group as soon as it occurs, 
not after a lapse of time and production. Any variation 
of process stability such as 11 decreasing accuracy" of a 
machine tool must be corrected by repair or re-establishing 
the equipment in question into a different part of the 
production process. 
The effectiveness of the in-process quality 
procedures will be obvious from the records of item 
conformance obtained by the in-process inspectors. These 
inspectors may serve a dual purp~se in most organizations. 
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where both set-up inspection and completed operation 
inspection would be localized. An inspectov responsible 
for passing on completed operation product is most fully 
capable of handling set-up inspection at source, as a 
process operator will justifiably feel more secure in 
producing after the set-up check for the inspector who 
will determine his own effectivity upon operation 
completion. In this dual function, the inspector coordi-
nates measuring means and operator efficiency to most 
accurately control conformance. 
In-plant qualifying test previous to product 
shipment must be maintained from day to day in a manner 
similar to in-process testing. The scope of qualifying 
tests will depend on product definition, specification, 
and customer requirements. Normally standard items may 
demand augmented procedures when applied to defense contracts~ 
specifying certain military standards and/or techniques. 
Special tests demanded by source inspectors often varies 
considerably from the planned methods established by the 
quality group, and often requirements for the new or 
accessory equipment is only verified when the product is 
in final test~ These variations in procedure often apply 
to the same product item or may differ from item to item 
within a product line depending on the product mix and 
tbe prime buyers requirements. 
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As noted previously in this paper, equipment of 
extreme accuracy and value may be needed by the quality-
inspectors to adequately perform their duties. Much of 
this equipment, particularly in the electronic and related 
industries demands technicians and skilled junior engineers 
to operate and obtain meaningful data. These tests· are 
often performed for a source inspector who knows little 
or nothing about the mechanics of the specific item in 
question. Particular attention to the explanation of 
procedures followed and actions performed must be taken 
by tbe qualifying test group for the benefit of these 
inspectors, as well as references to all pertinent speci-
fications, purchase orders covering the item, and all 
related customer-vendor correspondence (which may include 
many directives and revisions to the original specifications). 
The results of qualifying tests must be recorded 
and kept in such a manner as to form the ba-sis for all 
future reliabili~y studies, future e~ansion of p~oduct 
line, and correlation with customer returned vejects~ and/or 
repair items. Test results, particularly in defense work, 
often must be forwarded to the buyer of the product p~evious 
to actual shipment of the item itself. Qualifying inspection 
should have the responsibility for the moving of tested items 
and test results into the shipping area or back into the 
processing cycle when further work or rework is necessary. 
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Disposition o~ nonconforming material must be 
expedited from all phases of in-plant inspection. Suitabl§ 
paper flow and feedback channels must be exercised upon 
rejection so that the responsibility for losses may be 
quickly determined; the requirements of production 
schedules will be met; and, tbat follow-up or corrective 
action is meaningful. Any convening of the material review 
board will necessarily retard the disposition process~ 
However, in these cases, all interested parties must be 
informed of the material tie-up and estimated release date. 
Section three of the Dynisco manual will describe 
the complete paper flow pattern for the quality function at 
Dynisco to the reader. This system was installed to minimize 
tbe paper work function and yet provide the company with the 
necessary data for analysis functions, reliability 
studies, and to satisfy the desires of the government 
inspectors. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Seqtion 3: Noninspection Functions 
Many related activities are accessory to the daily 
inspection functions. Some of these determine the efficacy 
of the inspection measurements themselves. The function 
of gage control may be considered the basic foundation of 
tbe entire measurement aspect of quality control. It is 
tbe detailing of gage control with the applicable stand~rds 
at hand tbat we will discuss at this time. 
Government and prime defense contractors that 
require periodic certification of plant standards are 
liable to demand proof of all certification dates and a 
formalized schedule of next calibration and certification. 
The detailed schedules for the use of these standards for 
the calibration of all working gages and equipment will 
also be subject to surveillance by the customer's survey 
group. 
Gage control is most efficiently accomplished 
wben all gages (both working and master) are owned by the 
company itself. Personal gages and gaging tools are 
more dif:ficult to maintain and control, hence are les's 
desirable for the quality group. Most large defense 
manufacturers, e.g. General Electric, utilize company owned 
gage~ and gaging tools in every phase of manufacture. The 
investment in micrometers alone has reached astronomical 
figures for some of tbe larger installations which actually 
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purchase and control two micrometers for every machmne 
operator. One set of micrometers would be in use by the 
operator while one set would be calibrated and adjusted by 
the quality group. Specific marking codes must be 
established that show the situation of each tool with 
regard to calibration schedule. Color codes may be used 
or engraved serial numbers may be preferable since serial 
number coding allows the tool or gage to be issued to one 
individual who can thus develop a "toucb 11 through 
familiarity. 
Larger equipment subject to a calibration schedule, 
e.g. electronic test gear, will require on the spot 
calibration when too large to physically remove into a 
quality area or when the instrument must remain in use on 
the processing line. The calibration schedule showing last 
calibration and next calibration dates should be affixed 
to the instrument itself so that inspection personnel can 
readily observe the status of the gear. 
Calibration schedules must be rigidly adhered 
to as survey teams may tour a plant unnanounced at any 
time and failure to maintain calibration schedules may 
result in termination or disapproval proceedings.* 
Other functions separate and outside of product 
quality control are important to the efficiency of the 
organization. Many of these functions arise from the daily 
Section 12 of the Dynisco manual shows calibration schedules. 
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inspection routines themselves but which are not normally 
handled by tbe inspectors. The paper work and records 
maintenance pertinent to incoming parts, inspection, in-
process controls, qualifying tests, standards certification, 
equipment calibration, and reject disposition will normally 
amass a buge quantity of data that may be misused. The 
value of these records does not lie solely in their state-
ment of operations performed, but also in the value of ~heir 
by-products. 
Correct usage of the data and records will be 
important to the accounting group handling invoices for 
purchased material, and important to the production group 
for evaluation of past performance and corrective action 
procedures. Operator capability may be determined parti-
ally by quality records as may machine capability. The 
accuracy and usability o~ tbe entire program and all 
speci~ied quality standards will be evident from inspec-
tion records and will be of value to the quality group 
itself. 
The quality group will be responsible for the 
analysis of their own records enabling them to determine 
the accuracy and applicability of existing drawings, 
product speci~ications, and tolerance specifications. 
Discrepancies existing under the planned program due to 
faulty drawings or specifications may be observed at this 
point, communicated to tbe specification originators, am 
clarified for future production. The applicability of 
visual standards and masters, the practicality of interim 
standards, and the evaluation of the interpretation of tbe 
standards to shop operators will be recognized from the 
quality data and may result in new standards and the 
interpretation thereof. 
Certain organizations may discover early in their 
quality control program a necessity for separating a 
special measurement group from the process line group. 
Record keeping and data analysis may be improved and 
expedited by tbe formation of tbis group which will have 
jursidiction over the testing and measuring of all sample 
and pre-production items still in engineering development. 
Tbe statistics obtained by this group will normally be fed 
back to engineering management rather tban otber groups 
solely interested in the product @anufacture. Special 
testing of tools~ tooling processes and machine capabilities 
may be handled by this group separate from the product 
quality group with all records remaining segregated. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Section 4: Customer Contact Functions 
Rejected material from defense contract buyers 
is often accompanied by a considerable amount of paper-
work requiring immediate action. Vendor corrective action 
requests are customarily received from all larger contractors 
when material fails to pass their receiving inspection. 
These requests may demand statements from the vendor as to 
the cause of failure, action taken on material, and the 
estimated effectivity of the action. Normally the request 
will require coordination {affirmation) by a disinterested 
party, usually a cognizant government inspector who wi.ll 
review the statements of the vendor and confirm or deny 
these statements. Unfortunately, the purchasing contractor 
often includes types of failures as determined by bis 
receiving inspectors discrepant to the returned goods analysis 
performed by the vendor. Thus, a long involved communication 
period resulting in change orders, and/or change corrective 
action orders may ensue. 
Tije quality control group handling repair ana 
reject analysis should expedite analysis of rejects to the 
utomost, but in most cases, repairs may be treated more 
normally within the schedule of the service division.* 
* The distinction here will be made by top level officers. 
Upon receiving analysis of the returned goods, 
often handled by the same group responsible for product 
qu~lifying testing, the data must be communicated to tbe 
appropriate groups for action. The service division will 
usually estimate costs, availabili~y of material and labor 
plus expected rework time needed to correct tbe discrepant 
product. This information will be fed to the sales division 
who wfull advise the customer to terms of price and delivery 
for the repair action. Reject material, upon concurrance 
o~ the customer's analysis for rejection, should be 
expedited ahead of the regular repair material, and will 
be repaired free of charge. 
In most firms, the service division operates in 
an autonomous manner separate from the usual productivity 
cycle. This separate handling of repairs and rejects, as 
well as being sound procedure costwise, allows the quality 
group to apply special in-process control, special qualify-
ing tests, and a general responsibility determination to 
ensure that repetition of failure will not occur. Question-
a~leJhandling of the product by the customer may be 
straightened out through personal contact. The separate 
service department will allow the sales division to 
maintain a closer progress follow-up, important with certain 
rejects wbich may be ty~ng up a scheduled test or process 
within the customer's facility. 
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It is often in the efficiency and exacting efforts 
of tbe service division that an organization can obtain 
and maintain good customer relationships and a competitive 
edge on other producers. Within the defense contract 
industry, particularly in the missile field, exacting 
testing and use of components naturally results in a high 
rejection rate and repair situation. Electro-mechanical 
and electronic components may be of such complexity that 
reliability is only gained through trial and error. The 
prime contractors understand this situation and are not as 
concerned wit~ preliminary failure or damage as they are 
with the rapid and effective servicing of the discrepant 
product. Progress reports are often required during the 
servicing process, and close observation by customer 
quality men or by government inspectors may be present. 
The exacting demands upon the service department 
is often overlooked by organization management. Most firms 
do not attempt to make a profit on the service aspect, and 
most firms, through improper costing, and for customer good 
will, actually take a loss on servicing repairs. Management 
may be tempted to minimize repair costs by understaffing 
the service group or> by neglecting functions of contact, 
expediting, and follow-up. This situation must not occur 
in an organization depending on defense contracts or 
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subcontracts. Full attention of all management groups must 
be paid to the service situation for tbe continued success 
of a firm dealing with the government. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Section 5: Special Studies 
With the establishment of an organized quality 
control group and program, certain related activities will 
be evident outside of the acceptance, prevention, and 
appraisal activities that are definitely an integra~ 
function of the quality group. 
One might generally expect the vendo~ survey 
trips to be within this special studies activity since 
extra-plant duties of the survey personnel would not 
hinge upon nor conflict with any change in the plant 
working quality p~ogram. Indeed, for the larger prime 
contractors, completely autonomous divisions have been 
established which generally title themselves '1quali ty 
assurance divisions" and which act independently of their 
plant quality control program. The smaller manufacturer 
for the defense industry would not be able to afford nor 
would it benefit from the type of activity common to the 
large survey team effort. However, the existance of a 
special individual within the quality group designated to 
effect all vendor evaluation trips is becoming increasingly 
common and valuable. 
If at any time, a quality control group becomes 
larger than one individual (as it soon mus~) a personnel 
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training problem exists. Not only all new inspection 
pe~sonnel must be trained to perform in a manner accept-
able to the group director, but all shop personnel must be 
instilled with a sense o~ quality mindedness, The formu-
lation of a specific training program ~or inspection 
personnel need not con~lict nor coincide with the attempts 
to agitate for a "quality shop 11 • However, the same state 
of mindtmust be attained by both. Many organizations, both 
large and small have discovered that true quality mindedness 
cannot be bought by bigh piece-work rates nor "docking 
for scrap'' but through the individual gaining pride in 
his own work and the general product of the firm~ It is 
this appeal towards pride that most successfully contri-
butes to a "quality shop" particularly in the newer esoteric 
industries common to the Boston environs wbicb utilize 
quantities of skilled and semi-skilled labor capable of 
understanding pride. 
The inspection personnel, once trained, must 
acquire an insight into the techniques and procedures of 
the quality group as well as the goals before them. The 
formal pattern of training will differ according to the 
required duties of the inspector and the size of the group. 
Most common to the smaller manufacturing concern is the 
situation whereby the director himself may supervise and 
train all personnel. Once a predetermined group size is 
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achieved, chief inspectors may be designated to supervise 
and train their assistants. 
Often in the case of highly specialized firms, 
the entire management staff will be composed of individuals 
with similar backgrounds. Engineers are prone to associate 
themselves with other engineers and will commonly take over 
all facets of an organization. In some instances, no person 
experienced in quality control will be present to form the 
nucleus of the quality group. It is a rare but wise 
management that will voluntarily contact outside organi-
zations and consultants to promote the objectives of 
quality control and to develop necessary new approaches 
to analyze quality programs. The pressures of the 
government requirements on the quality function necessi-
tates such action in many of these cases. Indeed, the 
inspectors and survey teams often act in the capacity of 
consultants as part of their duties. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE FUTURE 
The establishment of the quality program 
complying with military requirements for the defense 
contract industry often appears to result only in increased 
product item cost. An organization which bas escaped the 
action of disapproval by military and prime contract 
groups does not realize the hardship and costliness of 
cancelled contracts due to nonconforming quality procedures. 
Occasionally such organiza~ions will not perceive the loss 
of potential contracts from the same sources when pr.evious 
relationship has not been formed. Awareness of the need 
for a conforming quality program is obvious to concerns 
experienced in defense contract manufacture and has 
been proven to result in substantial new orders for 
the conforming firm. 
The internal efficiency gains due to tbe 
expanded quality program must be demonstrated for each 
pa-;roticular cas·e before estimat!ion of cost reduction or 
cost increase can be formulated. Often internal costs 
will increase and the program will seem inefficient and 
overexpanded. However, our concern in conforming witb 
military requirements places cost analyses in a 
subseryient position and important only to the involved 
firm. 
Eventually if the military specification 
writers become familiar with each and every specific field 
of manufacture, the requirements may become less general 
in scope and particular processes will not be subject to 
quality requirements which a second process may require in 
greater depth. With the defense program undergoing1•rapid 
change, and with weapon systems in a state of flux, specific 
process requirements are bard to come by and generalities 
are needed to uphold a minimum quantity of order. Strict 
adherence to cost-conscious quality control even in fields 
where a governing body does not regulate has lately been 
thought to result in a deterioration of American products. 
Product reliability, or high product quality, are 
tbe responsibility of management. If the product 
is below par, or downright poor, management and 
management alone must bear the censure of the 
consumer. The designers, engineers and workers 
are but instruments of management, or at least 
an extension of management, and it is through 
them that management's views are translated into 
autos, refrigerators~ television sets, generators, 
etc. If management is sincerely interested in 
good quality, rather than give it mere lip service, 
then the end result will sho~ up in the TV set, 
washing machine, dryer, auto or tire. If,on the 
other hand, management believes that cost and 
price are the alpha and omega of business, then 
the product will be merely one step above junk 
and not worthy of consideration by the customer. 
Management may well point to its quality contDol 
department as the final authority in this matter; 
however, this is open to question, especially by 
the quality control department. Can you imagine 
what would .happen if QC found ~ defective system 
in one out of ten dryers. Do you think management 
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would bold up an entire warehouse full of dryers 
until each one was tested, especially if dealers 
were clamoring for delivery? Of course not~ 
Management would say, it's only one out of ten, 
the service men will straighten it out quickly 
enough. Too often QC is organized to merely 
prevent scrap, to correct faulty machine work, at 
the same time neglecting the over-all quality of the 
finished product. The perfection of the units does 
not assure the perfection of the whole. No one 
knows this better than the aircraft and missiles people 
who have been concerned with quality control on a 
piece part basis as well as on an over-all systems 
basis for many years. The auto boys would do well 
to look into this matter. 
The quality control department reflects management 
thinking in its work even though this is one 
department which should be autonomous, a high 
priest of excellence. Absence of quality thinking 
at the top is reflected in a devil-may-care attitude 
at the bottom. Unless quality permeates the organi-
zation from the top dowri, little of importance can 
be achieved. 
The quality of American products is deteriorating 
rapidly. From a $4~000 auto down to a $400 
appliance: Once you've bought eitber of them the 
service man has a mortgage on your income and he's 
ready for his cut. Not once, but for evermore. 
If you want the item you've gone in hock for, be . 
sure you've got a caahe to handle the service bills. 
The situation is disgraceful, all the more so 
because designers, enginee_rs, and workers can 
produce excellent products. But so long as cost 
and price, and they alone, dictate managerial 
thinking, so long will our products remain third 
rate. However, many people are beginning to be 
aware of the quality of foreign goods. If manage-
ment ~?ould also become aware of it there may be 
hope. 
A rigid program utilizing the requirements of 
' 
the military may alleviate this poor quality and lead to a 
better product for the benefit of the national economy. 
Conclus~on 
To summarize: As stated in the introduct·on, 
the paper was intended as a media to propose certai 
methods of approach for the adequate handling of th quality 
function in the modern defense contract manufacturi 
The becessity for attempting such a project was 
demonstrated in the first chapter of the paper enti 
11 Q,uality Control Activities". 
This· chapter, broken into sections concer ing 
tbe three areas of quality control's jurisdiction, (i.e. 
inspection acceptance activities, quality control p evention 
activities, and quality control appraisal and review 
activities), was intended to both define the terminology 
of quality and show the pertinent military requirements 
upen each quality phase. References to the major military 
specification (Mil. Spec. Q5923C) and the standing quality 
instructions of G.E. and Convair were made concerning such 
fields as receiving inspection, in-process inspection, and 
finished product inspection. 
The text demonstrates that not only are the 
pure inspection functions a part of the acceptance 
activities, but that standards, standards certification, 
gage tool and equipment calibration, maintenance and use 
' 
are also considerations of the concerned organizations 
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and their military customers. The certification schedule 
and all in-plant calibration of WPrking tools and gages 
were shown to be under strict surveillance by tbe government 
survey teams. 
The second area included undev 11Quality Control 
Activities 11 was entitled nQuality Control Prevention 
.Activities 11 • The writer defined the action taken within 
the analysis and data reduction activities of the quality 
gvoup. It was pointed out that although the government 
does not specify the patterns for data analysis, the 
results of such analyses are subject to surveillance and 
possible disapproval action if found to be improper. One 
pvevention activity function handles the necessary 
correlation of product and customer specification with 
the view of potential product redesign and/or restatement 
of specification char-acteristics. 
Following the discussion of prevention activities 
the appraisal and review activities of the quality group 
was considered. This portion of text briefly touches upon 
the evaluation of performance within the quality grouw 
itself. Reference to product rejection by customer, market 
quality comparisons, and the necessity of remaining approved 
by inspecting teams was included. The text here pointed 
out the rather futile task of the small supplier of 
defense materials to try keeping up with the larger firms 
and their equipment for quality measurement on defense 
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subcontracts. It inferred that full appraisal and review 
activities generally must be subjugated to keep~ng up 
with the present (and the bead above water was far as the 
small firm meeting military requirements is concerned). 
The second major chapter of the paper dealt with 
the possible organization of the quality group itself. It 
was noted that the government considered the rank of the 
quality director to be a high level position. Several 
possible organization forms were suggesteQ by the 
author and the responsibilities and authorities of each 
were explored in relationshi~ to the size of the firm. 
The possiole._creation of a position of material director 
was explored with reference to the vastly increased area 
of command as opposed to a simple quality control manager's 
staff position. 
The third major chapter of the text dealt with 
the actual establishment of a working quality control 
program. DiVided into five sections, the first section 
deveioped ideas relative to the functions of quality control 
during the product planning stage. It was shown that tbe 
quality control procedures and methods in their entirety 
should be f0unded during the product planning stage rather 
than in a piecemeal g~p-plugging manner later on w~en the 
product goes into the manufacturing process. Stress was 
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laid upon the liason function of quality control between 
design engineering and the quality objectives determined 
for tbe pr'oduct thr'ougb analysis of the custoUE r' s need, 
the competitive situation, product function and usage, and 
the inherent reliability factors pertinent to tbe product. 
The author also indicated the need for' acquiring 
the standards, tools, gages and equipment needed for tbe 
full scale manufacturing process during this planning stage 
so that tbey could be checked on performance ratings rela-
tive to desired quality objectives and specifications. It 
is bpped that tbe reader will lay sufficient stress upon 
the activities of the quality group during this planning 
stage, since the mer~t of the entire quality program will 
be dependent upon plans drawn up at this point. 
Utilizing the foundations of the quality 
program laid down in the planning stage, application toward 
the products being processed within the day to day manu-
facturing stage becomes relatively simple. The section 
entitled "Inspection Functions at the Operating Stageu 
dealt with the major inspection areas (i.e. source, 
' 
receiving, in-process, and product qualifying inspections). 
The reader should note that an example of a most complete 
source i~spection (vendor survey) scheme appears at tbe 
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end of the manual through the courtesy of Lockheed Missile 
Systems Division and that the Dynisco manual in the appendix 
covers all of these areas. 
The inspection area of quality control, particu-
larly the day to day operating stage inspection functions, 
is the major concern of the military requirements. Attention 
is paid in the second section of the third chapter to 
consultation with a vendor upon placement of an order so 
that ambiguous drawings, and/or specifications may be 
clarified. Methods of rapid scrap and rework disposition 
are discussed relative to vendor purchased or in-plant 
produced items. Inspector-machine operator relationships 
are briefly touched upon concerning set-up inspection and 
post-process inspection. Product qualifying inspection 
procedures and equipment characteristics influencing 
procedures are mentioned as important considerations, 
especially when qualifying inspection must be performed in 
front of a customer's source inspector. 
Evaluation of the inspection activities area 
of the working program indicates that if the quality control 
program ended at this point, it would be ineffectual and 
incomplete. Such is the author's view on this aspect of 
quality control. Thus, chapter three does not end With 
inspection functions, but continues with three short 
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sections dealing with; noninspection functions, 
customer contact functions, and special studies functions 
to complete the cbapter. These will be considered in the 
following paragraphs. 
Within the non-inspection functions area are 
included the details of standards, standards certification 
tool and gage control, maintenance and use as defined in 
chapter one. Data reduction and evaluation becomes a 
consideration of quality control prevention activitiea 
It is shown that requirements of the military are satis-
fied as well as efficiency and profitability gained with 
such eontrolsin operation. 
Customer contact may be ext~emely demanding 
and tedious, but rewarding if carried out properly by a 
quality group. The writer attempted to provide the reader 
with insight into some of the problems of handling the 
quality aspects of repair and reject material from the 
customer. The emphasis for rapid expediting of the analysis 
functions necessary in placing failure blame, determining 
causes of failure, correcting action requirements, and 
establishing action effectivity data, is stressed here. 
However, much of the required labor of the quality group 
does not end with merely processing tbe material but with 
customer contact also. This function is necessary to 
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correctly evaluate a repair or reject item. This area 
sbould be carefully perused by the reader with a service 
department quality problem or a customer complaint problem. 
The final section of chapter three deals with 
the special studies aspect of quality control. Vendor 
survey trips, quality personnel training programs, appeals 
for a 11quality minded" shop, and quality consultants are 
very briefly mentioned. The author, while not meaning to 
belittle any or all of these areas~ has found that 
successes in these areas will necessitate the individual 
insight of the quality control management relative to bis 
situation. 
The fourth chapter of the paper looks to the 
future. The reader worrying about the costliness of 
compliance to government quality requirements must here 
project his reasoning into the future and determine losses 
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then as well as now. A reference to product reliability on the 
customer goods level demonstrates the possible deterioration 
of the quality of all American products due to cost conscious 
management (i.e. cost consciousness present tense). The 
probability that quality foreign goods may eventually force 
management to reassess its cost-quality values is reassuring 
to the own~rs of defective American products. 
The p~eceding pages of this paper have attempted 
to inform the reader of the many details and facets of 
modern defense industry quality control. The author has 
enumerated many of tbe current military requirements on 
prime and sub-contracts as well as the details which must 
be considered to effect a working quality program 
acceptable to visiting survey teams. The topic, however, 
is not concluded. Visiting survey teams are not interested 
in having the investigated organization merely aware of 
tbe military requirements. Detailed procedures and 
operating instructions for tbe specific quality program 
must be avai~able for examination. 
Volume one of the quality control manual for 
DYnisco Inc. has been included in its entirety within the 
appendix of tbis paper as an example of the type of 
evidence demanded by survey teams of a quality program. 
This manual became the official Dynisco manual on 
January 1, 1960 and has been distributed to inquiring 
customer~ since that date. The manual has been approved 
by representatives from the United States Air Force and 
five of the largest aircraft and missiles producers. 
The paper and tbe following brief summary should 
be read with the idea in mind that similarly approved 
programs (as represented by tbe Dynisco manual) are tre 
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actual symbols of working quality goals in American 
industry as well as the means of satisfying military 
contracts. All customers benefit by these standards and 
it is hoped tbat the paper conveys the idea that any such 
programs should therefore be ever aware of changing goals 
in quality production, and not in themselves, static means 
to an end. 
The author hopes that in particular, however, 
the preceding paper and tbe attached manual may be of 
benefit to the reader involved with quality problems 
relative to defense contract manufacturing. The paper 
is intended to aid in tbe step by step formulation of 
. 
a quality program designed towards fulfilling government 
requirements (now the highest in this field). The attached 
manual which fulfills those requirements for a specific 
organization may help the reader toward the accomplishment 
of his own organization~s ~uality objectives. 
* * * * * 
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PURPOSE 
1 Scope 
1.1 General - This manual contains the formalized description of a 
quality control program designed to minimize losses to Dynamic 
Instrument Company, Inc. resulting from: 
1. Material involved in scrapped parts. 
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2. Additional material involved in the rework of substandard 
parts. 
3. Labor involved in the function of properly scrapping parts• 
4. Labor required to successfully rework substandard parts• 
5. Excess productive capacity and capital outlay needed to 
replace scrapped parts. 
6. Excess productive capacity needed to offset material 
held for rework so that normal scheduling is not af-
fected. 
7. Salaries required to maintain sufficient inspection 
to detect defective material. 
8. Salaries required to investigate and correct cases 
of defective material. 
9. Cash losses due to order cancellation and/or settle• 
ment of customer claim. 
10. Potential cash losses due to loss of customer and/~r 
loss of position in industry. 
1.2 Application - This manual shall apply to the entire quality 
eontrol program of Dynamic Instrument Company, Inc. and shall 
include: 
1. The organization of a practical quality control 
staff. 
2. The functions of the quality control staff. 
3. The paper flow schedule for the integrated 
operation of the program. 
4. The functions of the incoming and in process 
inspection group. 
5. Drawing change control procedure. 
6. The functions of the material review board. 
7. The functions of the finished product group. 
8. The quality control facilities list. 
9. Schedules for tool, gage and standards c~ntrol. 
10. Sample forms for all necessary paperwork. 
1.3 Supplementary Sections - Additional material pertaining 
to the quality control program but consisting of special-
ized material and highly detailed procedures shall be 
found in sections (separate volumes) dealing with: 
1. Certification of standards. 
2. Parts inspection procedures. 
3. Product testing procedures. 
4. Testing methods and technical data. 
5. Inspec~ion reports. 
6. Vendor performance analysis. 
7. Vendor survey reports. 
1.4 Government requirements - It will be the intention of the 
Program as described within this manual to satisfy all 
government requirements pertaining to defense contract 
manufacturers. 
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QUALITY CONTROL DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION 
1. Scope 
1.1 General - This specification covers the activities and 
definition of the quality control department of Dynisco, Inc. 
1.2 Application - The department will be responsible for all 
inspection and quality control functions pertaining to the 
products manufactured by Dynisco or the processing of any 
material or component resulting in the final product. 
2. Applicable Documants - No previous Dynisco documents shall be 
referenced. 
3. Organization 
3.1 The entire quality control group shall be considered as a 
staff function responsible to the General Manager. 
3.2 The group will be supervised by a manager who is respon-
sible only to the general manager and who will have authority 
over the inspection personnel and the final test personnel. 
3.3 The group authority will be over all; 
(1) Inspection acceptance activities. 
(2) Quality control prevention activities. 
(3) Quality control appraisal and review activities. 
3.3.1 Inspection acceptance activities are here defined as the 
following functions: 
(1) Source inspection and vendor approval. 
(2) Receiving inspection. 
(3) In process inspection. 
(4) Finished product inspection. 
(5) Gage maintenance. 
(6) Gage inspection. 
(7) Standards maintenance. 
(8) Standards calibration. 
(9) Standards certification. 
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(10) In plant trouble shooting. 
(11) Vendor trouble shooting. 
(12) Salvage and rework routines. 
(13) Material Review Board action and scrapping 
routines. 
(14) Repair and rejection inspection (from buyer) •. 
(15) Records pertinent to above catagories. 
3.3.2 Quality control prevention activities are here defined 
as the following functions: 
(1) Analysis of salvage and rework data •. 
(2) Analysis of repair and reject data. 
(3) Quality economics. 
(4) Drawing and change control. 
(5) Design of inspection procedures. 
(6) Design of sampl~ng techniques. 
(7) Application of military specifications. 
(8) Application of customer specifications. 
(9) Special studies. 
3 •. 3.3 Quality control appraisal and review activities are here 
defined as the following functions: 
\ 
(1) Quality of inspection. 
(2) Performance of inspectors. 
(3) Customer complaint analysis. 
(4) Market quality determination. 
(5) Reports and feedback to organization. 
3.4 Quality control department divisions. 
3.4.1 The quality control group shall be separated into two 
sub-groups or divisions. These shall be: 
(1) Material inspection group. 
(2) Product inspection group. 
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3.4.2 
-3-
The material inspection group 
inspector and his inspectors. 
jurisdiction over functions: 
of section 3.3.1. 
will consist of one chief 
This group will have 
2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10 and 11 
3.4.3 The product inspection group will consist of one final test 
engineer and his technicians. This group will have juris-
dictio~ over functions: 4 and 14 of section 3.3.1. 
3~4.4 Both chief inspector and final test engineer will report 
directly to the quality control manager and shall accept 
no modifications of performance and duties from other 
parties except in the absence of the quality control 
manager whereupon the general manager shall assume full 
authority. 
3.4.5 The quality control manager or his representative will be 
personally responsible for functions: 1,12,13 and 15 of 
section 3.3.1 and all functions of section 3.3.2 and 
3.3.3. 
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QUALITY CONTROL RECORDS AND PAPER FLOW 
1. Scope 
1.1 This section will cover all forms, notations and paper 
flow methods for the quality control department of 
Dynisco, Inc. 
1.2 Control stamps and signed notation forms approved by this 
department for the routines of rejection and rework will 
be included. 
2. Application 
2.1 Component or in-process inspection of all material, parts, 
assemblies or sub-assemblies resulting in a final product 
will be inspected according to form DIC 73 Part Inspection 
Procedure, with the procedure number corresponding to the 
DWG number under which the piece was made or assembled. 
(Sample included). 
2.2 Upon receipt of a lot of parts or components into 
inspection, the chief inspector will, in the case of a 
purchased lot, refer to the purchase order number found 
on the vendor's packing slip which must accompany the 
parts for inspection. 
2.2.1 The chief inspector will remove the applicable print from 
the outstanding vendor's print file arranged in sequence 
of purchase order numbers. 
2.2.2 The inspector will then refer to the correct form 73 and 
procede to inspect according to directions. All forms 
DIC 73 are to be found in the part inspection procedure 
file arranged by part number. 
2.2.3 After inspection and segregation of rejected material, 
for DIC 44 revised will be filled out in triplicate. 
Only the lower right hand group "Disposition Per M.R.B." 
shall be left blank. 
2.2.4 If the reject pieces are handled under the operation of the 
material review board (see separate section) form D-67 
shall be filled out and the lower right hand group.of 
DIC 44 revised willl be completed. 
2.2.5 The completed three copies of DIC 4.!~ Revised shall be 
distributed as follows: 
(1) Last copy retained in Q.C. parts inspected file. 
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(2) Second copy forwarded to production superinten-
dent! 
(3) First original stapled to packing slip and returned 
to stock with all acceptable pieces. 
~: The retained copy will be checked in the inspection blank 
at the lower edge of the form. The production copy will be 
checked in the production blank, and the stock copy will be 
checked in the accounting blank. 
2!3 Parts or components received from the shop shall be handled 
exactly the same way except that the correct print referred 
to on the shop production order will be found in the 
drawing file. 
2~4 Upon receipt of a unit or lot into final inspection, the 
final test engineer will check all accompanying paper work 
as described in the final and qualifying test section of 
the manual. 
2.4.1 The test engineer will complete forms DIC 55 and DIC 36 
revised as described in the test section of this manual! 
2.4.2 The test engineer will fill in a calibration card (in dup• 
licate) as described in the test section of this manual! 
2.4.3 The test engineer will forward all forms and paperwork with 
the unit or lot of product into shipping. 
3, Stamps 
3.1 The final test engineer will he in possession of a rubber 
stamp with the numeral one in the center of a Dynisco circle 
and diamond. 
3.2 The chief inspector will be in possession of a similar 
rubber stamp with the number TWO in the diamond circle. 
3~3 All form DIC 44 revised must bear the stamp of the chief 
inspector. 
3.4 All forms DIC 55 and DIC 36 revised must bear the stamp 
of the final test engineer. 
3.5 All Material Review Board hction forms D-67 must bear the 
stamp of the Q.C. department which has the words "Quality 
Check" on a field bordered by the circle and diamond~ 
4. Rejection Processing 
4.1 Reject material passing out of the inspectimn area will 
always pass thru the hands of the Q~C~ manager or his 
representative~ 
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4.1.1 The reject material, if obtat~ed from a vendor, will be 
returned to the vendor from tf ·e Q.C. department. 
4.1.2 The manager or his representattve will initiate a return 
to vendor form number D-68 whi\h will act as a packing 
slip notating reason for rejec~ion. 
~: This action will be the same whether or not the Material 
Review Board acts on the rejected material. 
4.1.3 In cases where our own shop must act to rework or salvage 
pieces made within the shop or by an outside vendor, the 
Q.C. manager will inform the production department to pre-
pare a shop production order to cover the necessary rework. 
~: The material for rework will not be released from the Q.C. 
area until the production order has been provided. 
l~.2 Rejected material from the final test section will be 
separated frQm the lot tote box and placed in a separate 
tote box. 
4.2.1 The final test engineer will stamp form DIC 36 revised 
with a llRejected'' stamp and will notate the reason of 
rejection. 
4.2.2 The final test engineer will place an identification tag 
on the tote box and will process the box through to the 
appropriate department (See section on final test). 
5.0 Note: Sample forms will be found with sections dealing 
with parts inspection, material review board 
action, and final test. 
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PaRTS INSPECTION 
1. Scope 
1.1 General - This specification covers the processing of all 
parts through the inspection department and the methods of 
inspecting, accepting, rejecting and reviewing those parts. 
1.2 Application - Parts inspection will be performed previous to 
stocking and/or application toward a job order. Those parts 
inspected shall be: 
(1) Machined parts made by an outside vendor on a 
Dynisco Purchase order re~erencing a Dynisco 
drawing. 
(2) Machined parts made a Dynisco on a shop order re-
ferencing a Dynisco drawing. 
(3) Fabricated assemblies made by an outside vendor on 
a Dynisco Purchase order referencing a Dynisco 
drawing. 
(4) Assemblies or sub-assemblies made at Dynisco on a 
shop order referencing a Dynisco drawing or S.T.O.P. 
(5) All electrical terminals, glass seals, and standard 
electrical connectors obtained on a Dynisco Purchase 
order. 
(6) All plated, brazed, anodized or heat-treated parts 
when that operation was performed by an outside 
vendor on a Dynisco Purchase order. 
(7) Any special item, not going into our product when 
the interested party so desires. 
2. Applicable Documents 
2.1 Dynisco's book of dimensions to be inspected and the sample 
to be taken will be available for all parts which have pro-
ceeded through inspection since 9/25/59. 
2.2 The Dynisco drawing, under which the part was made, will 
be forwarded by accounting only in the case of parts made 
by an outside vendor. 
2.2.1 The Dynisco drawing under which a part is made within the 
shop under a shop order will be obtained from the blue 
print file by the inspector. 
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2.2.1.1 The inspector will have free access to conversion tables and 
charts, and any text which he desires to expedite his job 
and skill. 
3. Procedure of Arrival into Inspection 
3.1 Flow- Parts will arrive at inspection after being received 
in stores. The stores clerk will be responsible for trans-
porting the parts to inspection. 
3 .1.1 All parts must be ;;Jccompanied by a shop work order, or a 
vendor packing slip. 
3.1.2 All parts if packaged separately or wrapped individually 
by the vendor should be unwrapped in stores and placed in 
appropriate tote boxes previous to transporting to 
inspection. 
3.2 Unless notified by the quality control manager, the inspector 
will process parts through in order of arrival times. 
3.3 The inspector will gather all pertinent information on each 
part lot previous to beginning inspection. Refer to section 
2 11Applicable Documents •. 
4. Inspection Techniques 
4.1 The inspector will determine gaging and inspection techniques 
which most thoroughly utilize the facilities of the department. 
A facilities list will be found at the end of this section. 
4.1.1 Gaging techniques will be partially determined by the lot 
size of the part to be inspected. 
"' 
4.2 Internal and external threads will always be one hundred per 
cent inspected with the ring or plug thread gages in the 
possession of the quality control department. 
4.2.1 The adjustable ring thread gages must always be checked 
against the setting plug gage previous to use on any lot 
of parts. 
4.2.2 Threads will be checked for 'go 1 and 1no go properties 
only with the gages. 
4.2.3 Threads will be visually inspected for torn or chatter 
marked threads that would not be caught by the thread gages. 
4.3 External diameters may be checked with snap gages when the 
tolerances are 1.002 or greater, and when the lot size is 
greater than fifty pieces. 
l~.3 .1 In cases of dimension tolerances less than .;.. 002 on ex-
ternal diameters having a nominal dimension-less than one 
inch, for Federal Indicating Micrometer should be used. 
This micrometer should be used as a· ngo - no go"" device 
for this application. 
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4.3.2 When tooling is completed for the optical comparator, all 
external dimensions for any size lot may be accomplished 
most efficiently using the comparator as a 11 go - no go" 
device. 
4.4 External Dimensions, not diameters, may generally be checked 
with the dial indicator above the surface plate. 
4.4.1 For any dimension greater than 1/211 , the indicator should 
be referenced with a parallel which has been set with the 
master micrometer. 
4.4.2 Dimensions less than 1/2 11 may be referenced with the surface 
plate itself. 
4.4.3 Special attention should be given to selection of the 
correct indicator spindle point. 
4.4.4 All external dimensioning may be accomplished by using 
the optical comparator as a 1go - no go·= device when tool-
ing has been accomplished. 
4.5 Internal diameters may be measured with plug gages 
( 11 go - no go'1 aspects only) in cases where the dimension 
tolerances are i.002 or greater. 
4.5.1 Where the dimension tolerance is less than i.002, the 
internal diameter must be measured with a bore gage. 
4.5.2 In certain cases where a small diameter has very fine 
tolerances, a plug gage may be used. 
4.5.3 The concentricity of a small diameter cannot be deter-
mined with a plug gage and a bore gage will be neces&ary 
to completely evaluate an internal diam~ter, 
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PART INSPECTION PROCEDURE NUMBER 
~l-"llSt\1;-o;TON :HI( :KI( SAMPLE ST7.F. METHOD 
.. 
. 
D-73 
PARTS INSPECTION REPORT 91 
Inspection Report No. ____ _ 
Material Received. __________ _ 
Inspection Made. _________ _ Inspection Procedures No. ________ __ 
ected By ____________________ _ 
f Received From Outside Vendor If Inter-company 
Received From ________________ ~d~e.p~t~·-
or __________________________ _ 
Scheduled for ________________ ~d~e.p~t~·-
• No. ______________________ __ 
Work Order No. ____________________ __ 
or's P.S. No. ______________ __ 
Item No. __________________________ __ 
s __________________________ __ Inspection Procedures No. __________ _ 
ription. ____________________ __ Dwg. No. _________________ _ 
Part No. __________________________ __ 
Rec. __________ __ Qty. Accepted ___ _ 
lnspected _______ _ Qty. Rejected Responsibility 
Vendor's Dynisco's ____ _ 
Reason For Inspection Rejection Disposition Per M.R.B. 
Returned To Vendor 
For RewotkBy Vendor ____________ __ 
For Full Credit 
Replacement Required ____________ _ 
Total Reworkable _____ _ 
Replacement Not Required. ________ _ 
Total Scrap ____ __ Increase to Stock per M.R.B. ______ __ 
Via._. __ __ Unit Cost. ____ _ Total Cost. ______ _ 
ev. Accounting __ Production. ____ _ Engineer in g.,_ __ _ Inspection. ____ _ 
DYNISCO DRAWING CHANGE CONTROL SYSTEM 
1. GENERAL: This System is designed to provide the following points 
for effective control. 
1. Per~anent record of requests for drawing changes 
or for new drawings. 
2, Consolidation of the parts which are affected by 
a single change. 
3. Disposition of parts made to previous designs. 
4. Easy reference to previous changes resulting from 
filing in one place all information concerning a 
given change. 
2. COMMUNICATION: Two forms are required. They are: 
1. Drawing Request form 
This is a form, conveniently padded, for the 
use of those who customarily request changes 
or drafting time. Essentially, it offers a 
standard size piece of paper on which the re-
quest for work can be written and conveniently 
filed. 
2. Drawing Change Notice (DCN) 
A form on which the individual who requests the 
change will indicate when the change is to take 
place, disposition of present inventory, etc. 
3~ PROCEDURE: An example of the use of this procedure follows: 
Assume it is necessary to change a screw from a size 
#6-32 to #8-32 in a certain product. This change 
affects 
1. 
2. 
3. 
3 drawings. 
The one containing the tapped hole. 
The one containing the clearance hole. 
The bill of materials. 
1. The drawing request form would be used to outline 
the change to be made, including part numbers if 
convenient. Forward request to drafting. 
2. After the changes have been made, the originals 
together with a DCN Form are returned for signing 
and completion. The DCN Form will be filled in to 
tell production that any units now being made may 
be completed to previous design or state other 
disposition. (For example---balancing inventory). 
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
DRAWING REQUEST 
D BY------------------
APPROVED BY---------------
I DWG. CR~. 
NO. 
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3. Return to drafting. 
4. DRAFTING PROCEDURE: 
1. Upon receipt of a request, a serial numbEr will be placed 
in the box at the top of the form. As each drawing 
is changed, this serial number is placed adjacent to 
the change letter. The drawing change notice will 
receive the same serial number and on this sheet 
the draftsman will list all the drawings changed 
along with the change letter applicable to each. 
2. This Drawing Change Notice, partially completed, 
along with the drawing originals will be returned 
to the person requesting the change for his review 
and initials. He will complete the Drawing Change 
Notice and return it with all originals to DRAFTING, 
for prints. 
3. Prints of each drawing will be made, and 3 prints 
of the Drawing Change Notice. These 3 copies will 
be distributed to the Production Supervisor, Pro-
duction Planning, and inspection. 
4. As each job is completed, the request, the drawing 
change notice original and any marked prints or 
computations will be stapled together with the DCN 
on top and placed in the drawing change file. They 
are filed by the serial number/ Therefore, to trace 
the history of any part changed, it is only necessary 
to note the change number on the print and refer to 
the drawing change file. 
~ 
THE FOLLOWING 
DRAWINGS HAVE BEEN 
REVISED OR ARE NEWLY ISSUED 
DRAWING REVISION 
!'JUMBER LffiER 
REMARKS 
D-78 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
DRAWING CHANGE NOTICE 
DISPOSITION OF ANY PARTS ON ORDER, 
IN PROCESS, OR IN STOCK 
NUMBER: 
ISSUE 
DATE: 
APP'D 
BY: 
U) 
U1 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
DRAWING REQUEST 
D BY------------------
APPROVED BY--------
DWG. 
CHG. 
NO. 
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ML\TERIAL REVIEW BOARD 
/ 
1. Scope of Function 
1.1 •;Material Review Board11 will be the designation of that 
administrative body acting on the disposition of all 
material or parts rejected by inspection. 
1.2 The material review board will have sole authority to initiate 
the scrapping or reworking procedure separating those rejected 
parts'from their part lot. 
1.3 The material review board will have the sole authority to waive 
rejection on non-conforming material and to integrate the re-
jected parts with their part lot. 
2. Organization 
2.1 The material review board will be made up of three parties 
and will at all times includet 
(1) A representative chosen by the production manager. 
(2) A representative chosen by the chief engineer. 
(3') A representative chosen by the quality control 
manager. 
2.2 Meetings of the material review board will be initiated by 
the quality control manager when the occasion arises. 
2.3 Meetings will be informal in nature necessitating only the 
personal signature of the three parties on the MRB form DIC 
number 67 when it is passed by the quality control manager. 
2.4 A failure to achieve an agreement on disposition of rejects 
will cause the three parties to confront each other in a 
formal meeting. 
2.5 Acceptance of rejected material shall require the concurrance 
of all membemof the board. Rejection can be made by auy mem-
ber of the board without the concurrence of all members. 
3. Action 
3.1 The material review board, upon examination of the non-con-
forming part, may 
(1) Scrap the part if unfit for use and irreparable. 
(2) Accept the part as is if the part is useable. 
(3) Accept the part for rework if the part may be made 
useable. 
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3.2 A scrapping of the part will accur in the inspection depart-
ment if the non-conforming part is the property of Dynisco. 
3.3 Acceptance of parts 11 as is 11 will sometimes require the parts 
to remain physically separated and identified as being non-
conforming material. These parts will be passed to stock in 
appropriate cartons marked with the deviation from conformity. 
Each included part will have a string tag affixed (where 
feasible) also noting the deviation. 
3.3.1 Acceptance of parts 'as is" generally will not require 
separate handlin8 from conforming parts. The decision 
to segregate will be noted on DICform 67 and instructions 
given to the stock clerk with the parts. 
3.4 Acceptance of parts subject to rework shall require a work order 
number assignment of the parts by the production department. 
These parts shall be entirely separated from the conforming 
parts and treated as a new lot under the assigned work order. 
3.5 Rejection to a supplier may occur with reworl~ble or scrap 
parts. The parts will remain in the inspection area and be 
sent to the shipping clerk for shipment to the supplier upon 
issuance of a 1Return to Vendor11 multi-part form DIC 68. 
This form which supplies a packing slip shall be made out by 
a representative of the quality control group after the 
review board meeting. The form and parts will be taken to 
the shipping clerk for packaging and shipment. 
4. Notes 
4.1 Acceptance ·•as isn may mean a print change is in order. 
4~2 A representative from a vendor may be invited to attend a 
review meeting. 
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Material Received 
Inspection Made 
cted By 
Received From Outside Vendor 
r 
No. 
r's P.S. Uo. 
iption 
.. 
.. 
.s: 
Inspection Rejection Reason 
Pieces added to stock 
Pieces for rework 
Pieces for scrap 
Action No. 
Inspection Procedures No. 
If Inter-company 
Received From 
----------------------Scheduled for 
----------------------Work Order No. 
Inspection Procedures No. 
Dwg. No. 
Part No. 
Action by: 
Q. c. 
Eng. 
Prod. 
FINAL AND QUALIFYING TEST PROCEDURE 
1. Scope 
1.1 Final test shall include all actions performed on the pro-
ducts of Dynisco immediately preceding shipment and after 
all manufacturing functions have been performed. 
1.2 Final test actions shall be those actions neceseary to 
qualify a product for shipment according to the specifica-
tions desired by the customer. 
1.3 Products may proceed into final test from that manufactur-
ing group completing the fabrication of the product. 
1,3.1 Products may proceed into final test from any department 
performing a remedial action or rectifying a rejection. 
' 2. Organization 
2.1 The Final test section shall consist of one final test 
engineer responsible to the director of quality control. 
2.2 The final test engineer shall have authority to schedule 
the work of final test technicians so as to expediate the 
flow of product through his department according to the 
general production schedule. 
2.3 The final test engineer shall have the authority to reject 
or accept any product item.on the basis of conformance to 
specifications, and shall not be subject to veto except on 
written order from the director of quality control. 
3. Function 
3.1 Qualifying action shall consist of the examination of all 
product characteristics as provided on inspection form DIC 
36 Revised and qualifying form DIC 55. 
3,2 Examination of the product item shall begin with an exam-
ination of all paperwork accompanying the product into 
final test. 
3.2.1 Each product group must be accompanied by a production 
order form. or a repair order form, and a manufacturing 
instructions form DIC 48. 
3.2.2 Each product group must arrive in final test within a 
tote box bearing the same DIC work order number as found 
on the production or repair order. 
3,3 The final test engineer shall examine all pertinent data 
on the production or repair order, and shall cross refer-
ence this information with the manufacturing instructions 
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form. Pertinent information will include: 
1. Model number and range 
2. Serial numbers of items 
3. Compensation instructions 
4. Final test instructions 
5. Special characteristics 
6. Reference to bulletin s~ecifications 
'· 
7. Reference to formalized special specifications 
3.4 Reference to bulletin specifications shall necessitate exam-
ination of the particular bulletin. Final test shall have a 
copy of the current Dynisco bulletins available at all times. 
The final test engineer shall have access to the quality con-
trol file of obsolete bulletins under which products have been 
produced in the past. 
3.5 Reference to customer or military specification shall necess-
itate acquisition of the specification from the quality con-
trol file. 
3.6 Each product item entering final test must be accompanied by 
at least three forms which include: 
1. DIC form number 39 filled out by the assembly group 
issuing the product. 
2. DIC form number 49 issued by the compensation group 
and filled out previous to compensation. 
3. DIC form number 49 overprinted 11Post-Compensation" 
calibration issued by the compensation group previous 
to final assembly. 
3.6.1 Certain product items may be accompanied by more than the 
required three forms. These other forms shall be permitted 
to accompany the order into the office file Jpon shipment 
and shall not be daalt with by final test. 
3.6.2 Final test shall examine a product item's performance in 
light of the ·Post-Compensation'' calibration. A complete 
calibration curve analysis is not needed at this time. 
Performance characteristics obtained during the "'Post-
Compensation' Calibration must meet the requirements of 
the customer order. 
3.6.2.1 Any characteristics of the product that, according to 
the "Post-Compensation:· calibration, is out of speci-
fication shall cause that item to be rejected to the 
department capable of rectifying the failure. 
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3.7 Product items whose paperwork is in order and whose '1Post-
Compensation" calibration shows acceptability under the 
customer's requirements, shall be examined visually for 
the appearance characteristics. 
1. Surface finish must be free from irregularities 
and at least 32 micro inches per inch. 
2. Engraving must be regular and clear cut conform-
ing to or better than standards obtained previous 
to Settember, 1959 I.S.A. Show. These standards 
are in possession of the Quality Control de~art­
ment. 
3. Engraving format must be similar to the engrav-
ing drawing referenced on the manufacturing in-
structions sheet. 
4. Model, serial number, pressure range, and excitation 
voltage must conform to the specifications found on 
the production order form. 
5. The pressure threaded end of the transducer must be 
free from burrs and ragged threads. 
6. The pressure seal or diaphragm, if exposed, must be 
entirely free from irregularities and scratches. 
7. The electrical connector must be clean and easily 
mated with its female counterpart. The connector 
must be free from any scratches that penetrate the 
protective tin plating and expose the base metal. 
Tne final test engineer should evaluate the overall ap~ear­
ance of the product in the light of its cost to the customer. 
Any product item which has a poor appearance shall be con-
sidered as undesirable as an item which is mechanically in-
operative. 
3,8 Electro-mechanical testing shall commence with a check of 
the leakage to ground characteristics of the transducer. 
1. I.eakage to ground shall be determined on a model 
MA0-5M50 Davenport megohmeter. 
2. Leakage to ground in all cases shall not be less 
than two hundred megohms. 
3. Leakage to ground shall be measured from any live 
connector pin to any point on the shell of the 
transducer. 
3.9 Final test shall determine the impedance of both the input 
and output halves of the transducer bridge. 
3.9.1 In the case of a two arm gauge only the measurement of 
one arm is necessary. 
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3.9.2 Measurements shall be obtained on an HP6 Dynisco pre-
cision ohmeter. 
3.9.3 Bridge impedance must conform to the specification issued 
on the manufacturing instructions sheet and production 
order form. 
3.10 Data resulting from procedures 3.8 and 3.9 shall be notated 
on both DIC form number 55 and form number 36 revised. 
3.11 Final test shall perform a room temperature static pressure 
calibration of all pressure transducers and a load test on 
all force transducers. 
3.11.1 Pressure calibrations shall be performed according to the 
pressure range of the transducer as follows: 
1. For pressure0-.5 psi, Merriam inclined manometer 
no. 0.5 
2. For pressures .5-5 psi, Wallace & Tiernan test 
stand no. 5 
3. For pressures 5-15 psi, Wallace &·Tiernan test 
stand no. 15 
4. For pressures 15-100 psi, W~llace & Tiernan test 
stand No. 100 
5. For pressures 100-10,000 psi, Mansfield & Green 
dead weight tester. 
6. For pressures 10,000---psi, Blackhawk ~ydraulic 
pump. 
3.11.2 All final test calibrations shall require the use of a 
model LC 261 Bytrex calibrator • 
. 3.11.3 All calibrations must be made in five increments of in-
creasing pressure and five increments of decreasing 
pressure with each increment to be 20% of rated full 
pressure. ~: The above requirement may be modified 
in cases of special customer requirements. 
3.11~4 Techniques of using calibrator and pressure source will 
be determined by engineering and periodically reviewed 
for all production employees and the final test group. 
3.11.5 Data taken is to be recorded on DIC form number 55 
(?ample included). 
1. Zero pressure output recorded in space marked z. 
2. Increments of 20% full range on increasing press-
ure notated in spaces 0 to 5. 
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3. Increment of decreasing pressure in spaces 6 to 10. 
4. Standard output is obtained by dividing reading 5 
by 5. This value is recorded in space SI i.e. S x I. 
5. All other standard output values are determined by 
multiplying SI by the factors found in the sample e.g. 
S2, S3, etc. 
6. The error difference column is recorded as the differ-
ence between corresponding values in the output column 
and those in the standard output column. 
7. The% error column is recorded as the value obtained 
in the error column multipli~d by 100 and divided by 
the full range output found in space 5. 
8. Real is found by shunting a precision 56K resistor 
across negative output and negative input terminals 
of the transducer (also the external jacks of the 
Bytrex calibrator) with the unit at zero pressure 
output and having a nulled balance. 
9. The value obtained in all cases must be 1,500 mv/v t 
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5% unless specially designated or in those cases where 
an Real is not included in the transducer specification. 
10. The value obtained is to be recorded on form 55 in the 
appropriate space at the bottom of the form as shqwn 
in the sample. 
11. The error difference columns and space are to be fill-
ed in as shown in the sample. 
. 
3.11.6 Upon completion of form DIG 55 and the filling out of form 
DIG 36 Revised, the final test engineer shall chart the % 
error determination upon the appropriate calibration card 
(samples included). 
3.11.6.1 The choiBe of calibration card shall be dependent upon 
the wiring configuration of the transducer involved. 
3.11.7 The face of the calibration card must then be filled in 
with pertinent data taken from the production order and 
form DIG 36 revised. 
3.11.8 After completion of the calibration card, a duplicate card 
must be filled in with the % error data_ only. 
3.11.9 The tote box, transducers, and all paperwork shall then be 
processed into shipping. 
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DYNISCO Initials 
-------Date 
------~---------
QUALIFYING INSPECTION 
MODEL:..-_______ Seria 1 No ·---....,.-.,..,..,.....;MAX. PRESSURE __ --'----.,.-
INPUT RES. ______ OUTPUT RES. ____ ...,.-_TESTED BY _______ _ 
REASON FOR REJECTION. _____________ __,. ________ _ 
PRESSURE PSI MV/V OUTPUT CORRECTED STANDL\RD ERROR 
WITH lOV EXCIT, MV/V OUTPUT OUTPUT DIFF • % 
0% z 0 so o-so . 0-SOxl00/5 
20- 1 Sl 1-81 l-Slx100/5 
40 2 S2 2-82 2-Sl'xl00/5 
60 3 S3 3-S3 · 3.-S3xl00/5 
80 4 S4 4-S4 4-S4xl00/5 
100% F,S, 5 ss 5-S5 5-S5xl00/5 
80 6 S4 6-S4 6-S4xl00/5 
60 7 S3 7-S3 . - 7-S3xl00/5 
40 8 S2 8-S2 8-S2xl00/5 
20 9 Sl g .. sl 9-Slxl00/5 
0% 10 so 10-Sfl 10-SOxf00/5 
EXTERNAL CALIBRL\TION RESISTOR 
% ·Real MILLIVOLTS CORRECTED STL\NDARD ERROR 
OUT MILLIVOLTS OUTPUT DIFF. % 
0 00 
-----
10 280. 71{ ·- 3.00 
25 112 .2K 7.50 
50 56K Real 15..00 Real-1.500 Real-1,500x) 
75 37 .28K 22,50 100/1.500 ) 
CHANGE IN F.S! OUTPUT FOR 200° F. INCREASE IN TEMP, .30 
CHANGE IN ZERO OUTPUT FOR 200° F! INCREL\SE IN TEMP, .30 
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MANUFACTURING INSTRUCTIONS 
D.I.C. NO. ______ _ 
Information for Machine Shop Orders 
Information for Vendor Parts 
Sub-Assembly Instructions 
Assembly Instructions 
Special Engravin~ 
Compensation Instructions 
Final Test Instructions 
Packaging & Shipment Instructions 
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D Y N I S C O, I N C. 
CALIBRATION RECORD 
ny ________________ ___ Date 
-------------------
'0·--------------- PSI mv/v up mv/v down Hyst. 
No. ____________ _ 
ohms 
-----------
volts 
--------------
mv/v 
var. mv/v 
mv/v 
mv/v F.S. 
Sens. mv/v Specia 1 Specs. 
mv/v 
~gnal mv/v 
, to case ohms 
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PRE-COMPENSATION CAI.IBRATION RECORD 
'. 
' 
DIC No. By 
Model No. ___ ......_ _ _ Date -----~------
Serial No. --~------~ 
Base No. ------''-'--~-
PSIG Ascen d' di 1ng Descen ng Increment Hvsteres i s 
0 
:o Balance mv /v Final"Thermal T,est Results 
•· . 
. 1 Scale Output ______ mv/v 
mch Sensitivity ________ mv/v __ ;i.n lbs 
Full Scale 
~rload Applied __________ psig 
Ze·ro Balance 
~e Resistance ____________ ohms 
1lied Voltage ____________ volts 
;istance to case ________ megohms Room Temperature 
~ft ______________ mv/v~../ ____ o...;:F:..:• Full Scale 
tsitivity change. _______ mv/vJ Zero Balance 
~s~en~si•t~1~·v~i~t~Y~----~mv/v 
~9 
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DYNISCO Initials 
------Date;__ ______ _ 
QUALIFYING INSPECTION 
~DEL. ________ SERIAL NO. ________ MAX. PRESSURE;___ _____ _ 
INPUT RES. ______ OUTPUT RES. ________ TESTED BY _______ _ 
REASON FOR REJECTION'--------------------------
PRESSURE PSI MV/V OUTPUT CORRECTED STANDARD ERROR 
WITH lOV EXCIT. MV/V OUTPUT OUTPUT Ull''I: • 7o 
01., 
~0 
40 
5o -
80 
100% 
BO 
50 
~0 
·-w 
)% 
EXTERNAL CALIBRATION RESISTOR 
% Real MILLIVOLTS CORRECTED STANDARD ERROR 
OUT MILLIVOLTS OUTPUT DIFF. % 
0 00 
---- ---- ---- ----
10 280. 7K 3.00 
25 112 .2K 7.50 
50 56K 15.00 
75 37 .28K 22.50 
:RANGE IN F. S. OUTPUT FOR 2 00° F. INCREASE IN TEMP ·-----------~S:.:..:::· 3;..;0_ 
:RANGE IN ZERO OUTPUT FOR 200° F. INCREASE IN TEMP·-----------<~·;..;::3;..;;0_ 
-55 
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guALITY CO~rrROL INSPECTION FORM 
)!C No. 
Date ----------------------------
~odel No. Inspector ------------------------
~er. No. 
:ustomer ----------------------------------------------------------------
~pecial Specifications ---------------------------------------------------
?re-Compensation Inspection 
L. AE2earance 2. General Performahce 
a. Finish a. Resist. to case Megs. 
b. Thread or Mounting b. Bridge Resist. Ohms 
c. Diaphragm (Sealing) EKe. Voltage Volts 
d. Model c. Wrench Sens. mv/v. 
d. Shock Sens. mv/v. 
e. Stability 
I. Te!eerature Test ~280°F) f. Overload psi. 
a. Resist. to Case Megs. g. Zero Balance mv/v. 
b. Stability h. Sensitivity, (FS). mv/v. 
c. Linearity rrw/v. i. Linearity mv/v. 
d. Hysteresis mv/v. j. Hysteresis mv/v. 
e. Zero Drift -mv/v. k. Dynamics 
f. Sens. Change mv/v. 
g. Dynamics 
're-ShiEping Ins2ection 
• A2pearance 2. General Performance 
a. Resist. to Case Megs. 
b. Bridge Resist. Ohms. 
c. Wrench Sens. mv/v. 
a. Finish ------~---------b. Thread or Mounting·~---
c. Diaphragm (Sealing) __ _ 
d. Case Sealing ____________ _ d. Shock Sens. mv/v. 
e. Stability 
f. Overload ·si. 
e. Elect. Connector 
-::--::-----f. Engraving and Model __ _ 
g. Zero Balance mv/v. 
h. Sensitivity, (FS) mv/v. 
i. Linearity mv/v. 
Temperature Characteristics (280°F). j. Hysteresis mv/v. 
a. R2sistance to Case Megs. k. Dynamics 
b. Stability (Shock, etc.) mv/v. 
c. Linearity at 280°F. ----mv/v. 
d. Hysteresis at 2800F. mv /v. 
e. Zero Drift (200 F0) mv/v. 
f. Sens. Change (200 F0 ) mv/v. 
g. Dynamics at 2800F. ___ _ 
)-36 Rev. 
FACILITIES OF THE QUALITY CONTROL DEPARTMENT 
Description 
1211 x 1811 Granite Surface Plate 
11AI! gage blocks 
Ten and five pound standard weights 
111 Master Micrometer 
2'1 Master Micrometer 
1': Inspection Micrometer 
211 Inspection Micrometer 
1'7 Inspection Inside Micrometer 
1'1 Inspection Depth Micrometer 
111 - 6'1 Inspection Depth Micrometer 
111 Inspection Indicating Micrometer 
1/2 11 - 111 Bore Gage Set 
.060 - .830 Bore Gage Set 
5/16': - 2 1/8'1 Telescoping Bore Gages 
Wide range dial indicate~ and stand 
Dial Indicating D pth Gage 
011 - 1 '' Snap Gages (set of 4) 
011 - 1" Snap Gages (set of 4) 
3/8'1 - 2 1/8:• Parallels 
Surface Comparator 
Surface Standards 
Illuminated Viewer (lOX) 
Triple Beam Balance .01-311 gm 
Deeade Box 
Megohmeter 
Ohmeter 
Calibrator 
Dead Weight Tester 
General Purpose Thermometer 
Calibration Standard 
Plug Gages (see following page) 
Thread Gages (see following page) 
Brand 
Collins 
Do All 56R 
Troemner 
Tesa 
Tesa 
Starrett T230F 
Srattett 
Starrett 4F700 
Brown & Sharpe #608 
Starrett 
Federal 
'Federal 
Diatest 123 
Starrett 
Tumico 
Federal 
Tumico 
Pratt & Whitney 
Starrett 
B. and L. 
General Electric 
B. and L. 
O'Haus 
Rubicon 9481 
Davenport Mh-O 5M50 
Dynisco HP6 
Bytrex LC261 #All66 
Mansfield & Green #159-B 
taylor 3842503 
Bytrex PBC-S 
Dundick 
Do i\.11 
111 
112 
CLASS X PLUG GAGES 
.030 .249 .470 .623 
.032 .251 .471 .624 
.038 .252' .497 .625 
.041 .253 .498 .628 
.053 .256 .499 .630 
.054 .262 .500 .631 
• 061 .268 .501 .634 
.062 .276 .502 .635 
.063 .287 .503 .637 
.099 .300 .504 .638 
.101 .305 .506 .651 
.123 .307 .508 .655 
.125 .308 .509 .658 
.126 .311 .510 .662 
.128 .312 .512 .673 
.131 .313 .515 .679 
.141 .314 .520 .713 
.147 .318 .521 .724 
.151 .320 .522 .731 
.154 .321 • .528 .732 
.155 .326 .530 .736 
.158 .341 .531 .749 
.159 .342 .533 .750 
.162 .346 .534 .752 
.166 .347 .542 .753 
.167 .353 .557 .755 
.168 .365 .560 .756 
.173 .372 .561 .874 
.176 .375 .562 .875 
.182 .378 .563 .878 
.183 .379 .565 .900 
.187 .400 .566 .901 
.188 .403 .568 .903 
.193 .409 .589 .936 
.194 .416 .591 .938 
.199 .428 .594 
.200 .432 .595 
.213 .434 .600 
.214 .435 .601 
.215 .437 .602 
.216 .439 .603 
.220 .440 .606 
.221 .441 .611 
.224 .443 .612 
.244 .465 .615 
.245 .466 .617 
.247 .467 .622 
CLASS X AND XX PLUG GAGE SPECIALS 
• 0619 
.0621 
.0624 
.0627 
.0632 
.0635 
.0775 
.0785 
.1403 
.1409 
.2179 
.2198 
.5013 
.5143 
.5152 
.6115 
.6218 
.6236 
.7498 
.791.7 
.8098 
.8112 
.9355 
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THREAD GAGES ON HAND 
Note: For each thread size, quality control possesses 
1 Go ring gage 
1 No Go ring gage 
1 Go plug gage 
1 No Go plug gage 
1 Go Set plug gage 
1 No Go Set plug gage 
except where nmted. 
Pipe Thread 
1/8-27 NPT 
1/4-18 NPT 
1/2-14 NPT 
STR.Li.IGHT.THREAD 
0-80 NF-2 ) 
1-72 NF-2 ) 
2-56 NC-2 ) 
4-40 NC-2 ) 
4-48 NF-2 ) plug only 
6-32 NC-2 ) 
8-32 NC-2 ) 
10-32 NF-2 ) 
5/16-24 UNF-31\ 
3/8-24 UNF-3A 
3/8-32 UNEF-3A 
7/16-20 UNF-31\ 
1/2-20 UNF-3A 
9/16-18 UNF-31\ 
5/8-18 UNF-3A 
5/8-24 UNEF-3A 
5/8-56 NS-3 
3/4-16 UNF-3A 
3/4-20 UNEF-2 - - - -plug only 
3/4-32 NS-3 
7/8-56 NS-·3 
29/32-56 NS-3 
1 1/8-12 UNF-3A 
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POLICY OF DYNISCO REGARDING STANDARDS 
Dynisco currently has nine parameters of measurement which can be traced 
to the National Bureau of Standards. These include: length, flatness, 
weight, resistance ratio, threads (male), threads (female), diameters, 
temperature and resistance, A tenth parameter, pressure, is traceable 
indirectly as will be explained below. 
The first nine parameters mentioned are traceable thru certification 
from various testing laboratories which themselves have secondary stand-
ards calibrated in Washington at The Bureau. These certified standards 
at Dynisco are under the jurisdiction of a quality control system which 
maintains an established program of periodic re-certification. 
The measurement of pressure is traceable thru the certification of two 
parameters which together produce pressure. These are weight (mentioned 
above) and area. The measurement of area (i.e. in the deadweight tester 
used to produce pressure) has been guaranteed by the manufacturer who has 
certified secondary standards himself. 
It is our hope to soon acquire a deadweight system which will have the 
pressure parameter itself under direct certification traceable to the 
Bureau. 
Dynisco can guarantee and certify that its product line is manufactured 
under a quality control program which involves the use of the above 
mentioned certified standards directly traceable to the National Bureau 
of Standards. Dynisco cannot certify the performance of any individual 
transducer as being directly traceable to the Bureau as the dilution of 
primary, secondary, tertiary, master, and working standards at this point 
would be rather meaningless. 
J. A. Rule 
Quality Control Manager 
Dynisco, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATION OF STANDARDS SCHEDULE 
LAST NEXT -
PARAMETER STANDARD SERIAL NO. CllRTIFICATION CERTIEICATION 
I 
-· 
Length "A" Gase Bl•cks DoAll R560-174 
Flatness Granite Surface Plate Collins 22392 
Weight Deadweights Troemner 2&10 
Resistance Ratio Calibration Standard Bytrex Al040 
Threads (male) Master Setting Plugs DoAll (13 sets) 
Threads (female) Master Plugs DoAll (20 sets) 
Diametere Cylindrical Rings Tesa (26 sets) 
Resistance Decade Box Rubicon 9481 
Temperature Thermometer Taylor 3842503 
Julyl959 July 1961 
March 1959 March 1964 
March 1960 March 1962 
January 1960 January 1961 
January 1960 January 1961 
January 1960 January 1961 
February 1960. February 1961 
January 1960 January 1962 
February 1960 February 1962 
1-' 
1-' 
~ 
DYNISCO OWNED 1"' MICROMETERS 117 
IDENTIFICATION NO. MODEL DEPARTMENT TO INITIALLY CALIBRATED 
1 "S"T230FX Shop Solo 12/12/59 
2 Tesa Shop Johnson 12/12/59 
3 'iS''T230FX Shop Setzer 12/12/59 
4 If " Shop Fleming 12/12/59 
5 li Shop Culpon 12/12/59 
6 ., ., Shop Sousa 12/12/59 
7 "I ll Shop Fowler 12/12/59 
8 I' ,, Shop Sterling 12/12/59 
9 ll II Shop Ferraro 12/12/59 
10 ., ·~ Engineering Petty 1/4/60 
11 H 'I 
12 Tesa Engineering Dailey 12/12/59 
13 ''Band S11 13 Assembly Matson 12/12/59 
14 II ll Element Jones 12/12/59 
15 t~ sn 436-1 Assembly Matson 12/12/59 
16 'IS"' T230FX Q. c. Rule 12/12/59 
Mullen ''S" 231X Shop Mullen 12/12/59 
Master Tesa Q. c. Rule 12/12/59 
I! 
CALIBRATION SCHEDULE OF DYNISCO 111 MICROMETERS 118 
NO. CALIBRl.TION DATE 
1 Second Friday 
2 Second Friday 
3 Second Friday 
4 Second Friday 
5 Last Friday 
6 Last Friday 
7 Last Friday 
8 Last Friday 
9 Last Friday 
10 Last Friday 
11 Last Friday 
12 First Friday 
13 First Friday 
14 First Friday 
15 First Friday 
16 Every Friday 
Mullen Second Friday 
Master Every Friday 
CALIBRATION SCHEDULE FOR DYNISCO 111 MICROMETERS 
NO. 1st CALIBRATION DUE BY 
.illlli. BY DUE 
1 12/12/59 1/8/60 2/12/60 3/11/60 
2 II " 
tn II II 
3 II II II ·I II 
4 II II II 'I II 
5 " II 1/29/60 2/26/60 3/25/60 
6 II " II I : 
7 " rt II I II 
8 II " II •I II 
9 II II II I II 
10 II II II •I ,, 
11 II II II " II 
12 II II 1/4/60 2/5/60 3/4/60 
13 II II II II II 
14 II II II II II 
15 II II II II II 
16 II II II I II 
Mullen II II 1/8/60 2/12/60 3/11/60 
Master II II 1/4/60 L/8/60 1/15/60 
2/5/60 2/12/60 2/19/60 
3/4/60 3111/60 3/17/60 
4/1/60 4/8/60 4/15/60 
4/29/60 
BY DUE 
4/8/60 
II 
II 
- II 
4/29/60 
" 
II 
II 
" II 
II 
4/1/60 
II 
II 
II 
II 
4/8/60 
1/22/60 
2/26/60 
3/25/60 
4/22/60 
BY 
1-' 
1-' 
\j) 
No. 
Std. 1 
Std. 2 
CALIBRATION SCHEDULE FOR WORl<ING STANDARDS 
First Cal. 
1/2/60 
1/2/60 
Schedule 
Second Wednesday 
Second Wednesday 
120 
B 
1/13 
2/10 
3/9 
4/13 
5/11 
6/8 
7/13 
8/10 
9/14 
10/5 
11/16 
12/14 
121 
CALIBRATION DATES CALIBRATORS 
First 
' 
No. Calibration Calibration Schedule Department Model 
Al044 1/2/59 9:00AM & 2:00PM Daily Compensation Bytrex L (261) 
A1166 II II II II i1 " 
;r Quality Control 'I II 
Al207 " !I 'I 
II 'l il 11 Compensation 11 II 
DC-02-04 ll II II 11 l/ 'I II Assembly 
M-61-59 u ., 9:00 l\.M every Saturday Assembly DIC-146-l.l\ 
M-62-59 II " ii ll ll II Assembly 
'I II l1 
M-63-59 'I ii ll ;> r: II Compensation H II 11 
C-01-01 
" 
II II II ll II Assembly DIC-C-20 
C-01-02 II II 11 II II II Assembly ., ll l1 
C-01-03 H It II II 1l 1l Assembly 1• 17 1l 
NOTE: Calibration Sheets will be found on each individual instrument. 
NO. 
TC2A-l 
TC2A-2 
TC8B-8-234 
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CALIBRATION SCHEDULE TEST CHAMBERS 
SCHEDULE DUE DATES (BY) 
Semi-Annual 
Semi Annual 
Semi-Annual 
February 20 ____ --'August __ 20 
CALIBRATION SCHEDULE OF WORKING DEADWEIGHTS 
Department Weights Schedule 
Final Test Semi-Annual 
Compensation Semi-Annual 
Assembly Semi-Annual 
Due Dates (BY) 
March 15--------Sept. 15------
April 15--~-----oct. 15-------
May 15----------Nov. 15-------
\ 
I \ 
\ 
\ 
'\ 
~ \ 
\ 
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